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editors column

when the comte de vergennes announced that thomas jefferson
had replaced benjbenjaminbeniaminaininahnin franklin as the US envoy to france jefferson
is reported to have replied 1 I succeed him no one could replace
him charles D tate jr may not be such an altogether irreplace-
able man as franklin and I1 am certainly no such successor as jefferson
nevertheless jeffersons witty and incisive words express what I1 feel in
following chuck tate as editor of BYU studies

after sixteen years as editor chuck to use the name I1 have
called him by since we were officematesoffice mates in the attic of the maeser
building twenty years ago has accepted a call to preside over the
missouri st louis LDS mission he has been laboring in this new
assignment since july from all reports with the same dedication
energy and good spirits that he devoted to BYU studies at the
same time I1 have been trying to learn the editorial ropes while
stumbling around in some rather big shoes

chuck was not the first editor ofofbyustudiesBYU studies nor the sole archi-
tect of its success but the journal he inherited in 1967 had a history of
low circulation irregular publication and uncertain institutional
support chucks editorship coincided with an increased commit-
ment by the university administration to support a serious journal
for latter day saint scholars over the years chuck built upon that
commitment attracted and developed writers expanded the reader-
ship improved the design and production quality of the journal and
made BYU studies into a publication of which the university can be
proud

chuck would be the first to point out that he did not accomplish
these things singlehandedlysingle handedly the journal has had the benefit of a
distinguished board of editors willing and competent referees for
manuscripts associate editors book review editors editorial
assistants and a series of student interns who have done vital work in
checking sources correcting errors typesetting proofreading work
which readers are aware of only when it is done badly during the
last few years chuck has depended especially heavily on richard G
ellsworth as associate editor and linda hunter adams as editorial
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assistant richard ellsworth has also moved to a new asssignment as
chairman of the department of university studies linda adams
remains with the journal in the new position of managing editor
supervising copy and production and directing the training program
which is an important part of BYU studies s contribution to the
university

I1 am delighted to be working with linda and also with david J
whittaker our very able book review editor I1 am also delighted that
richard L anderson and ronald W walker have agreed to serve as
associate editors richard anderson professor of ancient scripture
and director of the bible section of the religious studies center at
BYU is one of the most respected scholars at the university with
extensive publications in mormon history as well as in scriptural
studies ron walker senior research historian with the joseph
fielding smith institute for church history and associate professor of
history and church history is similarly respected for his sound
scholarship and fine writing and has won several awards in recent
years for the excellence of his work I1 have known and admired both
men for a long time and feel honored to be working with them

with the high professionalism of this editorial team I1 am
much less apprehensive than I1 would otherwise be about succeeding
chuck tate as editor we will be working closely together in for-
mulatingmulating editorial policy and direction BYU studies will change
somewhat in the next few years as it has changed and developed over
the years under chuck my editorial tenure will be much shorter than
his but I1 hope that my associates and I1 can continue to build upon
the foundation we have inherited

edward A geary editor
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strains which will not soon
be allowed to die

the stranger and carthage jail

michael hicks

four years after his death james montgomery 1771 1854
beloved as the christian poet of the nineteenth century was
celebrated in a leading methodist journal his poetry has stood the
test of searching criticism and he has left some strains which will not
soon be allowed to die in silence I11 montgomery himself had been
more sobermindedsoberminded and pragmatic in estimating the worth of his own
verse when asked by an attorney which of his poems would survive
he replied none sir then added unless it be a few of my
hymns 2 it would have certainly surprised this moravian bard to
see the fate of one of his more obscure devotional poems one he
probably never meant to be sung his small work beginning A poor
wayfaring man of grief travelled to america was set to a
methodist episcopal tune altered in the frontier folk hymn tradition
and finally immortalized by its performance at the carthage illinois
jail because of the events surrounding that performance latter day
saints will doubtless preserve and enshrine this poem in song long
after montgomery s other works have faded

himself twice imprisoned for his politics james montgomery
wrote in december 1826 the beginnings of a poem he would title

the stranger and his friend two months later he described the
occasion of its composition in a letter to a lady friend s brother

except the first verse composed in the dark in the coach on the morning
that I1 set out from sheffield to york the sketch was written with
pencil on a scrap of blank paper which I1 found inin my pocket while I1 was
travellingvellingtra alone in a chaise from whitby to scarborough on that
tempestuous saturday ten days before christmas these stanzas so
inspired by vapours clouds and storms on the wild and melancholy

michael hicks is a doctoral candidate at the university of illinois at urbana
I1 am grateful to dean CcresseecjesseeCJjesseeessecessee for suggestsuggestingng several sources which were of help in preparing this article

Methomethodistaistalst quarterly review 40 january 1858 165
caroline leonard goodenough high lights on hymnists and their hymns rochester mass published

by author 1931 p 144
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moors along that lofty coast were afterwards painfully yet pleasantly
elaborated in my walks during the short stay which I1 made at scarborough
and I1 shall never forget the accomplishment of the fourth verse which
begins twas night the floods were out on the height
of olivers mountain on a gloomy threatening afternoon which
naturally made me anticipate the horrors of such a night as is there
described 3

once he had finished the poem montgomery as was his custom
sent copies to friends for their comments encouraged by their
response he published the poem sometime in the following months
of 1827 4 within a decade the poem was available throughout
britain and america in various editions of his collected works
ironically the poet never included the poem among his hymn texts
he intended the stranger and his friend to stand alone as a
devotional narrative

montgomery s hymns and poems enjoyed a vogue among all
christian denominations because of their simple portrayal of tradi-
tional values in usually clear images and handy rhymes hence his
poetry was often reprinted in christian periodicals and anthologized
in verse collections and yearbooksyearbooks of miscellany such as the forget
me notnofbof 5 although the latter day saints in the 1830s and 1840s
were endeavoring to create a mormon poetry often by adapting
well known secular lyrics they too were attracted to montgomery s

work indeed montgomery became the single most frequently
published non mormon poet in the newspapers of nauvoo 6

among the sectarian newspapers that occasionally published
montgomery s poems was the methodist episcopal organ of new
york the catChtchristianistian advocate A prominent contributor to that
paper and for many years its assistant editor was a british emigrant
churchman and amateur musician george coles 1792 1858 in
1835 probably while he was living in poughkeepsie new york
reverend coles composed a modest straightforward tune which he
named for one of the venerable congregations in new york city a
church where he occasionally guest preached duane street this
tune was but one of the dozens he composed but it is the only one

james montgomery to george Rownrowntreetrec 28 february 1827 in john holland and james everett
memoirs odtheoftheof fhethe life and writings ofjamesof jamefjamesjgmes montgomery 7 vols london longman brown green and
longmans 1855 56 4191 92

montgomery as was customary usually published his poems in newspapers or other journals before they
were collected into books

borgetforget5forget me not A christmas and new year s present ed frederic shaberlschaberl london R ackermann
and co 1829 at least one of montgomery s poems the press made its way into nauvoo through this
source see nauvoo neighbor I11 november 1843

6seeaseeee for example the crucifixion wasp 20 august 1842 friendship love and truth times
and seasons 6927 and the grave nauvoo neighbor 23 august 1843
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that seems to have caught on and that still survives in contemporary
hymnody 7 the tune has set many texts jesus thou from whom
all 8 looking unto jesus robe of righteousness and the
hiding place9placed are but a few although it is not clear whether coles
originally had montgomerysmontgomerys poem in mind as a text for his tune

duane street became associated with the stranger and his
friend from its earliest days the joining of coles s music with
montgomery s words resulted in a song known as the stranger 10 a
ballad which found its way into the american singing school tradition

the stranger became the basis for the song sung by john taylor
at carthage jail and eventually transcribed into LDS hymnals as

A poor wayfaring man of grief
the frontier singing schools of the nineteenth century which

helped the song evolve into its present form differed sharply from
their earlier counterparts the first singing schools had been founded
by eighteenth century american protestants who concerned about
slovenly congregational singing habits wanted to foster the technique
of regular singing and discourage the old way of singing
regular singing followed the printed versions of tunes while the old

way toyed with their rhythm embellished their pitch structures and
freely inflected the tunes according to oral traditions the singing
schools were meant to curb the oral traditions into more precise
and rigid forms bound to the printed page schools usually met one
or two nights a week for several weeks during that time the local
congregational chorister taught the rudiments of music reading
and proper vocal technique and rehearsed the choir of students in
part songs usually hymns anthems and fuguingbuguing pieces at the
culmination of the school the students gave a public concert

according to katherineKatherme smith diehl hymn tunes an index new york scarecrow press 1966 who
surveysurveys seventy eight widely used hymnals of recent years the tune duane street appears inm only one see
n 8 A poor wayfaring man of grief both inin itsits text and inin itsits tune isis unique to the LDS hymnal
among those indexed min diehl s work it appears as hymn 153 inin the current LDS hymnal

although duane street his most popular tune remainsremains rather obscure reverend coles was quite
prominent inin his day as a lecturer journalist and author of several books including the popular heroines of
methodism which went through many editions inin the second halfofthehalfof the century and three autobiographical
works A brief summary of coles s life and career can be found inin samuel A seaman annals ofnewofnerof new york
Methodmethodismtm 1766 1890 new york hunt and eatonbaton 1892 ppap 251 52 see also the obituary inin minutes of
the annual conferences odtheof fhethefae methodist episcopal church for the year 1858 new york carlton and
porterponer 1858 ppap 148 49 there isis no available account of the composition of duane street coless
incidents ofmyofayof my later years which might shed some light isis regrettably missing from its only known location
the library of congress in my youthful days new york lane & scott 1852 coles constantly quotes
montgomery whom he refers to as my favorite bard p 65

songs ofpraiseof praise london oxford university press 1926
toethe baptist hymn and tune book philadelphia the bible and publication society 1873 nos 412

434 and 527
othethe coles montgomery song was called the stranger according to original sacred harp demondenson

revision cullmanCunmanUman ala sacred harp publishing company 1971 p 164 1I have found no published
versionsversions of the song under that name nearly every publication refers to the coles montgomery song simply
as duane street isaac woodbury s lute ofzion 1853 names itit poor wayfaring man
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however by the late eighteenth century these church sponsored
singing schools were giving way to freelancefreelance schools run by itinerant
singers often troubadourstroubadours who tended to stay closer to the old way of
singing by the early nineteenth century these itinerant singing
schools were on the wane in their homeland new england and the
eastern states but were flourishing in the south and on the frontier
they reached their zenith around midcenturymidcentury by which time singing
schools had probably become the chief means of disseminating new
sacred and devotional songs to frontier religious groups

while the singing school masters were roaming through western
illinois a few of mormon nauvoo s leading musicians were attempting
to extend and elevate musical science in their city 11 gustavus
hills professor of music at the university ofofnauvoonauvoo sponsored the
foundation of a new musical lyceum four days before christmas 18411841

the lyceum took as its texts lowell mason s manual of instruction
and porters cyclopedia of music written under masons direction 12

both of these texts as well as mason s sacredharpsacred haroharp which was later
sold at the times and seasons office 13 were part of the boston
musical academy s campaign against unscientific methods of
music instruction and folk entrenched musical repertoire but the
musical lyceum at nauvoo undoubtedly had an uphill climb ahead
the tunes sung by the nauvoo choir reveal that the folk hymn
tradition and singing school repertoire spurned by mason s boston
academy were very much alive in nauvoo 14 and the prophetjosephprophet joseph
smith who organized the first choir in the church was a
constant attendant at their singing schools reports joseph young 15

popular folk hymn tune books like B F white s sacred harp
1844 besides bringing together songs for congregational singing

often contained sections consisting principally of pieces used in
singing schools and societies it was in this section of white s

sacredharpsacred narpharp collection that the stranger first saw print under the
title of the tune duane street As was customary the melody
appeared in the tenor line framed by a treble harmonization above
and a foundational bass line below on the following page is the
tune as it appeared in the sacredharpsacred harp but without its shaped note
notation

times andseasonsand Seasons 3666
ibid
see the long running back page ads in the nauvoo neighbor in 1843
see for example the nauvoo choir and band concert program published in the nauvoo neighbor

26 february 1845 the folk hymn tunes are jerusalem denmark and heavenly vision
1515josephjoseph young history odtheof trethefre organization odtheof fhethe seventies salt lake city deseret news steam print-

ing establishment 1878 p 15
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this tune strongly suggests yet differs from the tune sung by john
taylor at carthage and throughout his life

1hi 1
a

i3 1v vj j J tf 0 ftF i u

AI1 poorwaypdorwaydoorwaypoor way far inglag man of grief hath often crossed me on my way

I1
who sued so humbly for re lief that I1 could never answer nay

uv h ft fr 9 1 i Pr arft 9 ffH 4

I1 had not power to ask his namewhithername whither he went or whence he came

fe cesr hah5H 1
I1

i I1

yet there was something in his eye that won my love I1 knew not why

though their keys are a half step apart A A flat and their
meters are different the similarities in pitch and phrase structure are
certainly strong enough to identify duane street with A poor
wayfaring man of grief as it appears in the LDS hymnal the dif-
ferencesferences may be accounted for in several ways As with all folk music
the printed versions of these frontier hymns were often only general
guides for performance rough patterns with which great liberties
were taken even significant differences in meter such as exist be-
tween duane street 4444 and poor wayfaring man 6688 were
not uncommon in song variants all Is well for example which
appears also in white s sacred harp in 44 appeared just two years
earlier in the anonymous revival melodies in 6 8 16 the same tune
appearing presently in LDS hymnals as come come ye saints
even mixes 3344 and 444.4444 44. to this day among sacred harp circles the
modern descendants of the singing schools and harbingers of the old
way of singing no printed musical text is considered the arbiter of
singing practice

see david W music A new source for the tune all isis well the hymn 29 april 1978 76 82
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although I1 have found no direct evidence thatjohnthattha tJohnjohn taylor learned
the song in a singing school there is reason to conclude he probably
learned the song by ear first then as now the great majority
of the folksongfolk song repertoire of which the stranger was a part was
transmitted orally second white s sacredharpsacred hartharp was not published
until late in june 1844 after the june jailing at carthage it is
conceivable that a looseleafloose leaf printing of the song could have made its
way into nauvoo earlier than that but again with folk music the
printed version usually appears after the oral version faithful
reliance on the printed page is a recent phenomenon in most sacred
and devotional singing despite the efforts of our protestant progenitors
and among authentic folksingersfolksingers it remains a rare phenomenon

in any case what john taylor sang at carthage jail was no doubt
sungfromsung from memory on that occasion songs like rumors have a way
of changing in the transmission the whole history of music confirms
this one can only speculate on the embellishments and variations he
himself may have contributed to the song he learned in nauvoo but
perhaps not surprisingly in view of the influx of british culture at
nauvoo the flowing triadic melody of A poor wayfaring man of
grief seems to have a distinctly british flavor peculiarly reminiscent
of english and irish folk and show tunes

we may never know exactly how the altered coles tune set
with montgomery s poem entered the mormon musical scene at
nauvoo certain details of its performance at carthage however
need clarification as the secondary literature reveals some or all of
these points of detail frequently a little clouded by misunderstand-
ing appear in every secondary recounting of the carthage singing
episode I1 have encountered17encountered17

I11 the song was popular in nauvoo
2 the song was initially sung at the request of either the

prisoners en masse or joseph smith himself
3 the song was sung to cheer up the prisoners
4 john taylor sang all fourteen verses
5 when he had finished singing john taylor was asked

by joseph or hyrum to sing the song again

7LeonardJleonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience new york alfred A knopf 1979
p 81 ivanivanjivanaJ barrettbarren joseph smith and the restoration provo brigham young university press 1982
p 613 pearson H corbett hyrum smith patriarch salt I1akelakeaie city deseret book 1963 p 417 frances
M gibbons joseph smith martyr prophet ofoGo060ogosahgodsaksaitSahsalt lake city deseret book 1977 p 346 donna
hill joseph smith the first mormon garden city NYN Y doubleday 1977 p 414 E cecil mcgavin
nauvoo the beautifulbeautifulsaltsaitsalt lake city stevens & wallis 1946 ppap 130 136 joseph fielding smith essen
rials inin church history salt lakeuke city deseret book 1971 p 315 M R werner brigham young new
york harcourt brace and company 1925 ppap 177 78 and ray B westwestjrjr kingdom odtheoftheof the saints the
sroystorystoy of banghambnghamofbrigbam young and the cormonsmormons new york viking press 19519577 ppap 141 422
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A careful reading of john taylors own published account of the
episode and other relevant documents clears up some of these points
and gives a fairly sharp picture of what happened

was the song in fact popular in nauvoo determining the
popularity of any song or piece of music is always vexing to the
musicologist with so called serious music there are some clues one
may examine concert programs newspaper reviews publication
statistics and so on with folk music there are no such indices of use

the stranger does not appear in verse nor is it mentioned by
any of its known titles in newspaper accounts of musical events in
nauvoo neither can I1 find any evidence the song was published
anywhere prior to the carthage jailing these facts do not prove that
the song was not popular but they cannot confirm it was

if we look for evidence in taylors account we find only the
barest implication that the song was well known john taylor knew it
and sang it twice both times apparently by request as I1 will show
later the men at carthage jail that afternoon may have been more
or less representative of the tastes of the nauvoo public at that time
but john taylor relates simply that he sang a song that had lately
been introduced into nauvoo 18 in light of the known evidence
all we can safely say is that the song was fairly new at nauvoo very
popular at carthage jail on 27 june 1844 and that it grew in popularity
in the coming years

did john taylor intend the song to cheercheecheerherhezhethe others not exactly
the song as he explains it was more or less an expression of their
common anxieties As songs at their best always do this ballad
distilled the sensations of the moment into a simple tale with an
infectious tune

we all of us felt unusually dull and languid with a remarkable
depression of spirits in consonance with those feelings I1 sang a
song that had lately been introduced into nauvoo entitled A poor
wayfaringwayering man of grief etc

the song isis pathetic and the tune quite plaintive and was very
much in accordance with our feelings at the time for our spirits were all
depressed dull and gloomy and surcharged with indefinite ominous
forebodings 19

it may also be that the prisoners strongly identified with that verse
most relevant to their situation

18joseph smith jr history of the church oflesusofjesus carlcarrchristst ofiatterof latterlarter day saints edcd B H roberts 2dad ed
rev

1
7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1970 7710110 1 hereafter cited as history of the church
ibid191bid
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in prison I1 saw him next condemned
to meet a traitor s doom at morn
the tide of lying tongues I1 stemmed
and honored him mid shame and scorn
my friendships utmost zeal to try
he asked if I1 for him would die
the flesh was weak my blood ran chill
but the free spirit cried 1 I will

indeed according to the amalgamated history odtheof taethetaf church account
of that afternoon willard richards used language and sentiments
similar to that expressed in this stanza

if you are condemned to be hung for treason I1 will be hung in your
stead and you should go free joseph said you cannot the
doctor replied 1 I will 20

the others present that afternoon certainly had demonstrated in
deed if not in word the same willingness and utmost zeal if the
song cheered them at all it was in its promise of eventual revelation
and reward as tokens for their sacrifice

the notion that john taylor sang all fourteen verses arises
from the peculiar quatrain versification given in the history of the
church 21 the song and the montgomery poem both consist of seven
eight line stanzas pyper and cornwall echoing him both err in
stating that the original poem was published in four eight line
stanzas 22 they were probably thinking of its appearance in the
LDS psalmody where it did have only four verses but their error
raises the worthwhile question of how many verses john taylor might
actually have sung the original sacred harp printing 1844 gives
only the first verse one of its direct descendants the hesperian
harp 1848 gives five verses an 1883 version also has four verses 23

it was apparently not uncommon for singers to drop some of the inner
verses as long as the climactic final verse could round off the text
john taylor singing from memory a song probably learned by ear
may well have sung less on that occasion than the complete text
printed in the current LDS hymnal

however many verses he sang the chronology of their performance
remains unclear willard richards mentions the song only once
after the 315 PM notation in his diary the attack on the jail of
course according tojohncojohnto john taylors bullet stopped watch took place at

ibid 6616
21 ibid 6614 15

225J spencer cornwall stories olourofourof our mormon hymns salt lake city deseret book co 1961196iggi1 p 172
235J P mccaskeyaclaske ed franklin square song collection 8 vols new york harper & brothers

18811 85185 342valmalral
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about 527327527 PM wilford woodruff supervising in the compilation of
the history of the church in 1818565 6 proposed that john taylor as the
only living survivor write a definitive account in a letter written to
john taylor in the summer of that year wilford woodruff specifically
asked him to clear up the particulars of when the repetition was sung

you sang A poor wayfaring man of grief at quarter past 3 ppmm of the
27th was it joseph or hyrum who requested you to repeat itit I1 have
always understood that you no sooner finished singing it the second
timetime than the firing commenced if so there must have been a con-
siderablesiderable interval between the two exercisesexercises what were the factsfacts2424

john taylor in his final account relates only that the space between
the two singingskingingssingings was a lapse of some time 25 so the song appears
to have been repeated not immediately after the first time through
as is sometimes suggested but rather at some unspecified time within
the slightly more than two hours that followed before the shooting
began

it is surely not the intrinsic worth of the song that assures its
durability among latter day saints but rather its connection with the
prophets death it has gained its reputation as a song endeared
to joseph and requested by him in his last hours the evidence
however weighs against this belief

there are of course essentially two sources for firsthandfirst hand information
on the singing incident at carthage the two survivors of the attack
willard richards and john taylor willard richards in his diary of
that afternoon records simply taylor sang poor wayfaring man of
grief 26 when the diary was being prepared for publication in the
mid 1850s1830s the statement was added thatjosephthat joseph requested a repeat
of the song it was known that the song had been repeated and
legend was already ascribing the request it be sung again to joseph
smith

john taylor endeavored to set the record straight in a commemorative
discourse on the tenth anniversary of the martyrdom his own
recollection as the principle figure in the whole affair was that
hyrum had requested the song both times 1 I remember bro hyrum
requested me to sing a poor way faring man of grief which I1 done he
requested it the 2ndand time 27 two years after this discourse john
taylor prepared his extensive written recollection of the incidents at

24 24wilfordwilford woodruff to john taylor 30junc30 june 1856 manuscript is in possession of the historical depart-
ment of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as church archives

25histolyhistory odtheof the church 7101
26willard26willard richards diary 27june27 june 1844 church archives
john27john taylor discourse of 27 june 18185454 transcript in church archives
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carthage there he fails to mention hyrum s initial request but gives
further details on his second request

after a lapse of some time brother hyrum requested me again to sing
that song I1 replied brother hyrum I1 do not feel like singing when
he remarked oh never mind commence singing and you will get the
spirit of it at his request I1 did so 28

it would not have been uncharacteristic of joseph to ask for a
song indeed writes benjamin F johnson joseph was fond of
various informal entertainments but to call for the singing of one
or more of his favorite songs was more frequent 29 in the case of

A poor wayfaring man of grief however there is no evidence
joseph did so much less that this song was his favorite hymn or
any other such appellation as occasionally attaches itself to it 30

even so mormonscormons need not diminish the songs place in their
hearts by whatever name it is known the stranger still occupies
a crucial moment in one of the most solemn hours in mormon his-
tory its tune brings to modern tastes the flavor of a rich and bygone
devotional tradition more importantly its poetic text remains one of
the finest expositions of the principles jesus expounded and to which
montgomery referred in his superscription to the stranger and his
friend

ye have done it unto me matt 25402340

history ofodthethe church 7101 2
19bB F johnson to george gibbs published in dean R zimmermann I1 knew the prophets an

analysis odtheoftheof thetemtim letter of ofbenjaminbenjaminbenjamenbeniamen F johnson to george F gibbs reporting doctrinal views of ofjosephjoseph smith
andandbrighamB bighamighamBrigham young bountiful utah horizon publishers 1976 p 19

see mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful ppap 130 136
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C C A christensen on art
from the salt laketake city bikuben

february march 1892

translated with an introduction
by richard L jensen

the homespun quality of his painting enhanced by evident
ability as a painter has marked the work of C C A christensen as
representative of latter day saint experience in the nineteenth cen-
tury 1 converted to mormonism in denmark in 18501830 christensen
immigrated to america in 1857 and pulled a handcart to utah in
the wake of his conversion proselytizing and emigration seemed so
urgent that he gave up hopes of a career in art although he had the
beginnings of a solid training at the royal academy of fine art in
copenhagen but after rigorous pioneering years in utah farming
and painting homes and theater scenery he found that through
historical and religious painting he could help reinforce the faith of
his fellow settlers and at the same time gain a modest income from his
art thus he became one of the most effective narrative painters of
mormondom best known for his epic historical mormon panorama
and paintings of the pioneering experience he produced numerous
other works many of which are to be featured in a major exhibition
in the opening months april october of the museum of church
history and art in salt lake city utah 2

christensensChristensens writing parallels his painting in opening windows
on nineteenth century mormonism though articulate in english
christensen made his real contributions in danish his native language 3

richard L jensen isis a research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute for church history brigham
young university

the colored photographs of C C A Christenchristensenschnstensenssens paintings at the end of this article are courtesy of the
museum of church history and art the daughters of the utah pioneers museum and some private colleccallec
tionseionstionseions BBYUYU studies appreciates the use of these illustrations

jane dillenberger mormonism and american religious art sunstone 3 may june 1978 13 17
richard L jensen and richard G oman C C A christensen 1831 1912 mormon immigrant artist salt
lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints forthcoming

the new museum of church history and art isis located across the street west of temple square salt lake
city utah

william mulder man kalder mig digterdicter C C A christensen poet of the scandinavian scene inm
early utah utah humanities review 1 january 1947 8 17
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courtesy ofhistoricalof historical department
the church ofjesusof lesusjesuslefus catesrchrist ofoflatterlatter day saints

photograph of C C A christensen ca 1895 at about the age of sixty five
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the following essay is part of an extensive correspondence published
throughout three and a half decades in kubenbikubenBi a latter day saint
newspaper for danish and norwegian immigrants in the mountain
west

writing in 1892 at the peak of his artistic career C C A
christensen sought to promote art appreciation among his fellow
immigrants and to encourage art education in the public schools his
essay reflects an approach which has been characteristic of scandinavia
since his time christensen identified handicrafts architecture and
industrial design within the domain of fine art for him an attractive
homemade quilt deserved the same admiration as a good painting
he saw skill in drawing the exclusive emphasis of his own early train-
ing at the royal academy as the key to artistic achievement

the latter day saint world view was central to christensensChristensens
thinking on art his essay demonstrates the inclination of nineteenth
century mormonscormons to find their temporal endeavors relevant to build-
ing the kingdom of god and thus to preparing for a more glorious
society in the hereafter expectations of the millennium the first
feature of mormonism to arouse christensensChristensens interest remained a
motivating force throughout his life this is evident in this 1892
essay which sees art education for the latter day saints as both an
enhancement for sale of their products and a necessary preparation
for welcoming the savior at the second coming opposed to spiri
tualizingtualizing the scriptures here he focuses literal interpretations of holy
writ on tangible expectations

christensen was intrigued with pre earth life and the hereafter
with the human spirit and its capabilities aware of progress in
british industry and of horace manns educational reforms this
sanpete county homesteader sought to promote similar advances
among his own people while this essay gives insights into the
nineteenth century world in which C C A christensen lived
several of his observations on the plight of the latter day saint artist
and the condition of art among his people seem uncannily applicable
in our time 4

4 christensensChristensens article de skinneskjnneskj&ne kunster was serialized in bikuben 18 and 25 february 3 and 31
march 1892 while my translation is reasonably exact I1 have deleted a few redundant phrases and divided
some of the original paragraphs to improve readability
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the fine arts

C C A christensen

As an attempt to awaken more than the ordinary interest for the
fine arts among the scandinavian populace and perhaps thereby
indirectly also among other nationalities here in our blessed and
progressive utah let me herewith set forth some of my views on the
meaning and importance of the same particularly for the rising
generation pictures and decoration have now become such a neces-
sity in our enlightened age that the art of drawing is considered
equal to the art of writing and other ordinary school learning in every
up to date school system and therefore it occupies its place as such in
instruction nevertheless little is done in that direction in our
district schools here in utah our institutions of higher learning
such as the university and the different high schools and seminaries
have to be sure done something but far from enough in that
regard probably for entirely natural reasons since they generally
must struggle for their existence because of a lack of interest in the
advantages and necessity of joining in the mighty progress of our age
in the area of art and science

many still believe that it is a virtue to be thrifty and they limit
themselves to the bare absolute necessities meaning thereby food
clothing housing and whatever is required for economical home
management yet hardly a thought is given to the fact that even
from such a restricted point of view the products of art will greet the
eye in a great many forms As an example we will imagine a visit to
the home of an ordinary danish farmer in sanpeteSanpete which is perhaps
the most conservative part of utah upon entering we find the rug
woven of old clothsclaths but clean and with different colors and patterns
according to the taste and ability of the housewife next we find
pictures mirrors flowers in pots and glasses and frames the latter
perhaps partly the work of the daughter next the wallpaper attracts
our attention with its pretty patterns and tasteful colors then there
is the furniture and especially the quilt which was completed by the
sisters during a jolly party a few days ago if the visitor belongs to this
interesting sex which bears the nickname the fair it goes without
saying that this latter masterpiece will be particularly noticed and
admired that perhaps at times it has served largely for women as a
dress or other item of clothing or served in the army as a piece of an
outfit is irrelevant for now female ingenuity has actually dedicated
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these old remains of the glorious days of the past to a place in the holy
ofofholiesholies the pride and joy of the housewife the bedroom

there is no denying that the useful and the tasteful are brought
here into pleasing harmony without having interfered with our
general ideas of what is necessary if we behold the housewifeshousewives and
the daughters clothing we find a multitude of different patterns in
the color and other properties of the material as well as in the style
and accessories of the dress according to the owners taste and ability
to beautify herself and her surroundings in the home finally when
the table is set we find plates and cups decorated with pictures and
formed according to the most appealing design to please the eye as
well as to be useful in containing the well cooked dishes which are
served usually even these particularly the cakes are small works of
art particularly at wedding celebrations and other large gatherings
even the stove is polished and black as it is is still decorated with cast
iron flowers on all its doors

the fundamental basis for all the tasteful objects in an ordinary
farm home is the sense of beauty and artistic diligence when this is

brought to the highest level of perfection it is called art whether he
or she who makes use of it is rich or poor learned or unlearned
understands art or not he or she who produces these beautiful and
useful objects benefits mankind in general and himselfherselfhimself herself as
well and should be considered a benefactor of society if it were
possible to imagine suddenly being placed in a dugout with a tat-
tered rug for a door a plank with unplaned legs underneath for chair
and sofa an old chest or empty barrel for a table and flour container
and then having clothing and education of the mind on the same
scale one might perhaps get a partial idea of the changes which have
taken place in our earlier notions about what was a necessity we
would miss these ordinary household conveniences which now make
life pleasant and perhaps imperceptibly ennoble the minds of both
young and old necessity and a barbaric taste once made the revolver
and the bowie knife the most sought after adornments of the young
man and if he could add a wolf tail on his hat and a pair of really
jingling spurs he was the lion of the day and thus an object for the
admiration of the girls at social gatherings he sought to imitate the
yells and gestures of the wild indian and this generally happened
even in the ballroom in the good old days but would we now be
satisfied if the conditions of that time were reestablished that we
were contented and happy then is no proof that such conditions
would be satisfactory now time has changed both us and our notions
in many regards and every step forward in the right direction will
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bring us closer to the goal which god has set for mankind to aspire to
in this life with the promised opportunity for further progression in
the life to come

when god created the world in the beginning he made every-
thing very good the surface of the earth constituted the most
beautiful panorama wherever the eye might turn mountains
valleys and plains were decorated with trees bushes grass and
flowers the latter in particular testified to the masterful ability of
the great creator to make beautiful shapes and colors to gladden the
sight he also provided each with its own particular smell and taste
as well as the ability to heal in case men became subject to death
through transgression thus he was the great master of all gardeners
and artists in painting he was astronomer geologist mineralogist
botanist physiologist physician lawgiver and architect from the
beginning and was completely conversant with all the so called dis-
coveriescoveries sciences and arts of all time and consequently he must still
possess all these attributes and make use of them in the sphere in
which he operates As a famous scientist declared on his deathbed
he found himself like a child who had gathered together on the edge
of the seashore a few pretty rocks from the sand but who still found
that the ocean and the grains of sand were in an inexhaustible supply
what mankind has achieved through the condescending guidance of
providence in six millennia is only a little in comparison with that
which has not yet been achieved but the little which has been won is

invaluable as the necessary condition for being able to obtain more
our earthly life is intended to be an institution of learning in

which we are educated for the more perfect hereafter from the
cradle to the grave we undergo a series of changes in our notions and
ways of thinking as well as in our physical organization the child
the man and the old man are markedly different from each other in
intellect and strength and as a result their enjoymentsenjoyments in life are also
different the childs play is not suited to the man nor to the grey
haired old man or woman and yet there was a time when these
elderly people enjoyed playing with toys just as their grandchildren
do now As we approach the threshold to eternity our notions
mature and we comprehend that childish things are only suitable for
children that we have more important work to perform that our
future reaches out beyond the boundaries of our earthly existence
and that our duty as well as our welfare is closely related to the use
we have made or make of time the conveniences which the civilized
part of the world now enjoy are a result of a gradual progression
through which mankind has passed from the barbarism of ancient
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time to the exalted status of present society and all christians believe
that heaven which is their hope is governed in accordance with the
most perfect principles the only principles whereby eternal happiness
can be obtained and maintained that the fine arts occupy their
proper place in heaven is perhaps not understood by the sectarian
world which spiritualizesspiritualizerspiritual izes and misinterprets everything the holy
prophets and apostles have written about the future joyful place of
abode of those who are saved but all latter day saints should cer-
tainly comprehend that the newjerusalernnew jerusalem and other heavenly places
which have been described by holy men who were permitted to behold
them in all their glorious reality were not established or constructed
without a plan by unskilled barbarians

in reading the revelation of john chapter 2211 we find that an
angel carried him away in the spirit to a large and high mountain and
showed him the great city the holy jerusalem which descended out
of heaven from god it had the glory of god and its brilliance was
like that of the most precious stone like crystal clear jasper it also
had a large high wall with twelve gates and over the gates twelve
angels and names written upon them which were the twelve tribes of
the children of israel v 10 12 these gates were oriented toward
the four cardinal points of the compass they were each made from a
pearl and one can imagine that in the execution and beauty of the
work they were not inferior to the most expensive materials

to avoid tiring the reader by citing abundant testimonies from
the bible and other holy scriptures I1 will simply ask everyone who
might want such scriptures to read them himself and consider what
he reads every city consists necessarily of a collection of buildings
and therefore this glorious city must have buildings without which
there could hardly be a city or streets since these are often said to be
I1 paved with pure gold it is self evident that this beautiful metal
must have been abundantly utilized in the residences of the redeemed
and in other buildings that precious stones were available and
constituted building materials for the wall around the city should also
be sufficient testimony that houses temples and other public build-
ings were built of such materials and by skilled craftsmen and artists
the angel had a golden reed to measure the city and the gates
thereof and the wall thereof v 15 5 here we find the surveyor
and perhaps an architect in the same heavenly personage condescend-
ing to manifest and explain for the astonished ancient apostle his
future place of abode when his mission here below had come to an

5 unless otherwise noted translations of biblical citations have been taken from the king james version
the bible most commonly used by latter day saints in the nineteenth century
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end this glorious city was also shown to abraham for he looked
for a city which hath foundations whose builder and maker is god
heb 111110iilolilo10

the latter day saints have been taught that enoch the seventh
from adam built a glorious city which he called zion and that this
city was taken up to heaven a short time before the flood lifted the
ark on its angry waves while the wicked perished every thinker will
doubtless perceive that if this is really the case enoch must have been
very advanced in the art of building and other related arts and
sciences for it would be unreasonable to imagine that a city which
only consisted of miserable earthen huts or houses in the ground
would be moved and placed beside the holy jerusalem which was
shown to john and which was the tent of god and the home of the
redeemed in heaven whether it was the same city or another which
was shown to john we do not know but it is clear that there was a city

whose builder and maker is god in abrahams day for without
that he could not have hoped to go there for three hundred years
enoch walked with god and was instructed by him and it is no
wonder that he then could build a city according to the heavenly
pattern according to all the perfect principles of art and science
therefore it could properly be said that its builder and maker was
god

not long afterwards noah was commanded to build the ark
using precisely specified dimensions and probably an accompanying
drawing just as moses several hundred years later was instructed
about the tabernacle with all its vessels and adornments and was
commanded to look that thou make them all these things after their
pattern which was shewedchewed thee moses in the mount ehodexod 2540
in reading chapters 26 27 28 29 and 30 we find the lord further
instructing moses about dimensions and materials for every part of
the various objects which were to be made by the artists and crafts-
men of israel after their pattern which was showed him in the
mountain the thirty first chapter begins thus

and the lord spoke unto moses saying see I1 have called by name
bezaleel the son of uri the son of hur of the tribe of judah and I1

have filled him with the spirit of god in wisdom and inin understand-
ing and in knowledge and inin all manner of workmanship to devise
cunning works to work in gold and inin silver and inin brass and in
cutting of stones to set them and inin carving of timber to work inin all
manner of workmanship and I1 behold I1 have given with him
aholiab the son ofofahisamachahisamachAhiahlsamach of the tribe of dan and in the hearts
of all that are wisewise hearted I1 have put wisdom that they may make all

that I1 have commanded thee ehodexod 311511 6
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thereupon all the various objects are named which these artists
should make after being especially endowed with the spirit of god

here we see inspired workers or artists in gold and silver and
copper under the guidance of moses the prophet and his fellow
helpers who were filled with the spirit of god in wisdom and in
understanding and in knowledge and in all manner of workmanship
to devise cunning works etc if therefore the lord had done like-
wise with enoch and his people and if over a period of several cen-
turies they received practical instruction in art and science under the
immediate direction of god it is no wonder that the city could be
found worthy of a place in a higher sphere particularly when that
dreadful event the flood was imminent

the art of building architecture sculpture painting and as a
foundation for all these the art of drawing were thus heavenly
sciences which were are and always will be required in order to
make the life of mankind pleasant and useful they are now in prac-
tical use both in heaven and on earth among all intelligent beings
who have made progress in intellectual regards

when solomon was about to build the world famous temple in
jerusalem he had a delegation appeal to the king of tyre to send skilled
workers and artists to take over the supervision of this great endeavor
that the israelites were the lords chosen people and that solomon him-
self was perhaps the most important monarch of his time did not qual-
ify them for the work of building the temple with its many precious
works of art the lord had to be sure given solomon great wisdom
in many respects and much riches in gold silver and other costly
things besides but he made use of his wisdom on this occasion by
seeking the necessary help among the people of the neighboring king
the phoeniciansPhoenicians who were at that time more civilized thejewsthe jews were
presumably then as now a commercial nation who only cared to
learn the quickest way to make money and therefore did not educate
themselves in art or science beyond what was absolutely necessary

and solomon sent to huram the king of tyre saying As thou didst
deal with david my father and didst send him cedars to build him an
house to dwell therein even so deal with me behold I1 build an house
to the name of the lord my god to dedicate it to him and to burn
before him sweet incense and for the continual shewbread and for the
burnt offerings morning and evening on the sabbathssabbatissabbaths and on the new
moons and on the solemn feasts of the lord our god this is an
ordinance forever to israel and the house which I1 build is great
for great is our god above all gods send me now therefore
a man cunning to work in gold and in silver and in brass and in iron
and inin purple and crimson and blue and that can skill to grave with
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the cunning men that are with me in judah and in jerusalem with
whom david my father did provide

then huram the king of tyre answered in writing which he sent to
solomon because the lord hath loved his people he hath made thee
king over them huram said moreover blessed be the lord god of
israel that made heaven and earth who hath given to david the king a
wise son enduedensued with prudence and understanding that might build
an house for the lord and an house for his kingdom and now I1

have sent a cunning man enduedensued with understanding of huram my
fathers the son of a woman of the daughters of dan and his father
was a man of tyre skillful to work in gold and in silver in brass in
iron in stone and in timber in purple in blue and in fine linen and
in crimson also to grave any manner of graving and to find out every
device which shall be put to him with thy cunning men and with the
cunning men of my lord david thy father 2 chron 23 14

thus we see again that training and suitable skill in art and crafts
were required in order to build the lord a house on earth in which
the ordinances can be performed which are necessary for salvation of
mankind both here and hereafter piety and pious devotion alone in
the ordinary sense will not enable one to perform work for which
many years training and practical experience are required even with
the wisdom and wealth of a solomon besides what solomon could
not find among his own people he had to compensate for by import-
ing from the neighboring kingdom which was no doubt very humili-
ating for both solomon and his people that is the way it has also
turned out in our times unfortunately

from the above it can be seen that the lord does not consider
human skill to be merely a luxury branch of scholarship that might
come into play as a pastime but rather to be both useful and neces-
sary in order to obtain temporal and eternal bliss in connection with
our intellectual development in other areas we do not mean by this
that all people must become trained as artists in order to be saved in
the kingdom of god but that some who have talents in that regard
should develop these talents just as all other gifts which god gives to
mankind for the benefit of his kingdom or all mankind paul s

excellent comparison with the various members of the body 1 cor 12

can with good effect also be used with regard to the social aspects of
the body of the state and in a slightly modified form

but the manifestation of the spirit is given to every man to profit withal
god hath set some inin the church first apostles secondarily prophets

thirdly teachers after that those who perform mighty works then those who
have gifts to heal to govern to speak in various tongues 6 are all
apostles are all prophets are all teachers etc 1 cor 127 28 29

6foriforor the remainder of this sentence we have followed the danish which variesvaries from the kingjameskingjarriesKingkinf jarrlesjamesJarriesjlmes version
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I1 will continue this comparisioncomparitioncomparision as it can be applied to a common-
wealth or to the church in connection with the temporal progress of
the same the spirit of god equips mankind with many different
talents or abilities for the benefit and joy of all his children on earth
just as he gave them the gospel with all its spiritual gifts although
not everyone makes use of them to the same degree or at the same
time he the spirit of god equipped some with great wisdom to
discover the hidden treasures of nature in the area of science he
endowed others as architects engineers speakers statesmen poets
and artists others he gave abilities as agriculturalists and cattle
husbandmen as well as genius in the various trades but all these
workethwormeth that one and the selfsame spirit dividing to every man
severally as he the spirit ofofgodlgod will 1 cor 12121111

here I1 ask with paul are all artists are all artisans or should
all be farmers

for the body is not one member but many if the foot shall say
because I1 am not the hand I1 am not of the body is it therefore not of
the body and if the ear shall say because I1 am not the eye I1 am not of
the body is it therefore not of the body if the whole body were an
eye where were the hearing if the whole were hearing where were
the smelling but now hath god set the members every one of them
in the body as it hath pleased him and if they were all one mem-
ber where were the body but now are they many members yet but
one body and the eye cannot say unto the hand I1 have no need of
thee nor again the head to the feet I1 have no need of you nay much
more those members of the body which seem to be more feeble are
necessary 1 cor 1214 22

thus one class of society cannot say of one or more of the others
that because they do not belong to the same one they are either
unnecessary or at any rate less valuable elements of society agricul-
ture is no doubt among the most important branches of business in
society and perhaps its most important foundation like the root
which gives the trunk and branches of the tree nourishment and
strength to bear fruit yet it cannot be denied that it is for the fruit
that the tree was planted nor that it is in order to enjoy the fruits of
the many branches of industry of an advanced civilization that the
farmer patiently cultivates the ground and awaits his pay until
harvest if it were not so he would make do with tools and home
implements of stone and wood as did our fathers in ancient times
even if he were a sort of artist at thousands of things who could
use the ax the saw and carpentry tools of modern times still he
would not be able to produce iron or manufacture the tools him-
self
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our age has certainly made great progress in art and industry
through machine powered factories tens of thousands of useful and
attractive objects now found in almost every home are made cheaply
and are therefore obtainable for the poorer classes of society this
happy result is the fruit of the gifts of the spirit to individual per-
sons who thus have become the benefactors of our generation just
think of so lowly an object as a match or a pin which is now sold so
cheaply because machines produce these objects in such quantity
that for example matches are sold at a profit for the price of a cent orof
less for a boxful which amounts to about 144 matches anyone who
has seen the way this is done can partially understand how it is possi-
ble but he must also admire the inventor of the machines it has
probably cost him or those who have constructed these and thousands
of other laborsavinglabor saving machines many sleepless nights and in many
instances it has subjected these benevolent speculators to temporary
distress and contempt sometimes even to violent persecution but
now mankind enjoys the fruits of these martyrs of art and industry
just as we do in religion from those of the churches

but how few is it who think of the fact that there must necessarily
be a foundation a root upon which all these products are based
this root is inspiration or the workings of the spirit of god upon the
spirit of man A wise man has said there is a spirit in man but the
spirit of the almighty enlightens his understanding although
mankind calls this inventiveness all sciences existed with god from
the beginning and were put to practical use in the creation of this and
other globes all science and art of the present must exist in perfection
in heaven and must be more or less understood by the happy beings
who are there in his immediate presence

enoch s zion the city whose builder and architect is god
the holy jerusalem and the new jerusalem were all built

according to plans and calculations which made them beautiful and
comfortable for their inhabitants it must not have been a matter of
the absolute bare necessities fortunately misers who are idol
worshippersworshippers will not be admitted there they would hardly approve
of the lavish use of gold and precious stones which is found there but
would start by suggesting a substantial reduction in the heavenly
budget if the spirit of god here on earth inspired men to devise
works of art for use in religious services in all their imperfection
during the mosaic dispensation can we find it reasonable that it
should be inactive in the area of art in the place where everything is

perfect and where there is no lack of materials or instruction Is

there not rather a probability bordering on certainty that in our first
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spiritual probationary state perhaps before this world was created or
at least before we received our earthly existence we were taught in all
the sciences and arts which mankind has later made use of here on
earth no doubt to a far lower degree of perfection but yet as a result
of the revelations of the spirit which is given to us for our use and
enjoyment how can the spirit manifest that which does not
exist in that case it should rather be called discovery of the spirit
certainly not manifestation

if we believe that spirits were sufficiently enlightened to be able
to take sides in heaven which led to rebellion and war is it not then
reasonable also to believe that the same spirits were enlightened and
educated in other areas rather than only having studied politics
politics in heaven what an awful thought and yet one must be
content to believe that lucifer was once there as well as the son of
god that there was a rebellion and that a great multitude of spirits
were cast out and thereafter had to bear the loathsome name of
devils one logical conclusion draws others along behind it the
abilities which one manifests early in life are weak resoundings of our
earlier training in our first spiritual existence this explains certain
phenomena which otherwise would seem unnatural children have
often shown surprising abilities and proficiency in certain areas like
music drawing mathematics and other sciences at a very young age
jesus himself was this kind of child wonder and amazed the scribes
with his questions and answers when he was only twelve years old
many other similar examples have taken place in our own time much
more could be said on this subject from this point of view but here
we will leave that train of thought and return to earth and our own
practical time and see how the fine arts as they are called not only
are utilized but also demand recognition as an absolute necessity in
almost all branches of business in our enlightened age

although it assuredly must have great significance for latter day
saints that art finds so much recognition from god and so much use
here on earth among mankind in connection with revealed religion it
is of no less interest for some of them to get some idea in a financial
way of the effects of art and the taste thereby developed for what is

beautiful and appealing to the eye for the dollar question is

as I1 said before of much importance in this world one finds as
previously mentioned that everything of beautiful form and color
owes to decorative art its advantages over that which is merely usable
without regard for appearance

decorative art has a bearing upon all branches of business it is

utilized by barbaric savages who adorn themselves with feathers
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coralscorald and the teeth of wild animals or tattoo or paint their faces as
well as by the fashionable ladies of our day who make their faces up
and decorate themselves with the jewelers prettiest gold jewelry
the propensity to improve or at least change one s appearance with
or without clothing is found in all peoples at all places and at all
times among the old as well as the young the poor as well as the
rich their environment is affected by the same sense of beautifica-
tion and this has brought about the infinite number of requirements
which are made of mankindsmankinds means of production in our time as
well as in olden times

peoples tastes and the requirements which result from them are
widely varied and therefore the necessity is greater for the diversity
found in the form and color of everything we use thus the products
of decorative art are multiplied infinitely just imagine the patterns
of wallpaper and the patterns and colors of clothing which are all
I1 I1 thought out by artists before the factories are prepared to produce
them the many millions of people who find an occupation and a
means of living in these and many other kinds of factories therefore
owe decorative art and along with it the artist for their livelihood
the merchant the shipowner or the railroad company as well as the
state each in his way benefits directly from the sale of all these
products of industry which are now considered necessities but gen-
erally vary in price because of their appearance even the factory owes
its existence to the architect and the same can be said of our ships
railroads and machines all is based on the ability of the builder to

think out and by drawing to elucidate his ideas that which
is most attractive when combined with usefulness always has the
advantage

since the art of decorating and drawing is thus brought to bear
on almost everything we use daily it would seem self evident that at
least the beginning fundamentals of drawing and decorative art
should be given the attention in our common schools district schools
which is merited by its great importance the art of writing is
nowadays recognized as an absolutely necessary element in our
schools but it has not always been so for there are still many
thousands who cannot write their own names much less express their
thoughts on paper the time will also come when we realize the
necessity of instruction in drawing in our schools just as we now
realize the necessity of the art of writing

A little history will perhaps help to confirm my opinion As
everyone knows england is a country of factories and consequently
decorative art has been utilized for centuries in producing countless
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patterns which made their fabrics saleableleablesalvablesa in other countries but
it was not merely fabrics which engaged the genius of the artist
but a great many other articles which were exported by the english
people to other lands and which gave them means to live almost
without producing bread from the earth it was therefore found
necessary not only that the artist and the factory owner should have a
knowledge of what was really attractive according to true taste but
that the worker should have some training in that area drawing was
therefore introduced into most schools as a result of the unfortunate
experience they had had through neglecting it in his younger years
prince albert7alberta traveled to various countries and thereby came to the
conclusion that the english people were far behind the french and
certain other nations with regard to the appearance of their products
although these were comparable with regard to quality and price
thus he made the plans for the first great worlds fair in london
1851 and exhibited to the surprised factory people the clearest

proofs of their imperfection and of the reason heretofore not
understood that the goods of other countries were beginning to
displace the english consequently the government as well as the
people became aware of the situation and hurried to remedy their
neglect art academies and technical schools were established in all
parts of the country and a couple of decades ago there were already
two thousand students studying to become teachers in drawing and
decorative art while more than fifty thousand of the working poor
class of the people were receiving instruction in drawing in the com-
mon schools the results were apparent at the next great worlds fair
in paris 1867 in that in only sixteen years england had risen from
being one of the lowest placed nations to the first rank with its articles
in art and industry on this occasion the united states was still in its
earlier place at the bottom

As a striking demonstration of the financial results this system has
had we will add that english porcelain goods have risen in price and
sales to a surprising degree since a certain factory owner wedgewood
engaged the sculptor flaxman to copy his models from antique greek
vases whereby these goods became world famous and found rapid
sales thus these clay pits were at once made into lucrative gold
mines and gave many thousands of people increased employment
and earnings it is claimed that by founding art collections and art
schools england has increased its industry by fifty percent in the past
twenty years

consort of queen victoria
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when we turn to the continent we find that silk goods from
lyon as well as woven tapestries gobelinsGobelins owe their world fame to
the refined taste in color which was taught in the many art schools of
france the same can be said about brussels carpets and tapestries
from little belgium

in massachusetts inin our own country it has come to the point
that drawing is considered a necessity inin conjunction with a good
general education in the schools and a law has been passed which
directs that all children are to have access to free instruction in draw-
ing in either day schools or night schools when they are over fifteen
years old this then is something but not much for our proud
america which always boasts of its schools in most cases such
instruction in drawing is limited to copying poor little pictures
yet this is of little practical use unless it is accompanied by training in
the principles upon which decoration and other drawing are based
seldom is there mention of the rules of tastes proportion or color
nor is instruction given in geometrical drawing which is the basic
principle for all decoration unfortunately the result is seen all too
clearly in our tasteless buildings decorated with whatever is at hand
in many instances which regrettably serve only to proclaim our great
ignorance and arrogance

now and then attempts have been made to excuse our neglect in
this area by saying that there is not time to introduce more subjects
for instruction in the schools the children cannot find time to learn
more let me suggest in reply that instruction be given alternately
in writing and in drawing these subjects are so closely related that
instruction in the one subject will help promote the other horace
mann a famous professor has said 1 I believe that a child will learn
to draw and write more quickly than he will learn only to write

in thus concluding this topic which is of so much interest to me let
me again recommend its great importance for our young flourishing
utah with its great future for our children to our school principals
teachers and parents as well as to young students and artisans for it
will be impossible for the coming generations to find ground enough
in utah to till therefore they should be educated sufficiently early for
other occupations
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from A milesian tel
in southern california

for john moloney
6 6januaryjanuary 1904 20 november 1983

karen marguerite moloney

and he shall plant in the hearts
of the children the promises made
to the fathers and the hearts of the
children shall turn to theirfatherstheir fathers
dacd&cd&c2222

karen marguerite moloney isis a doctoral candidate inin english at UCLA

milesian inin its broadest sense means irish more particularly a milesian isis a
descendant of milesius legendary father of the irish race

both newtownsandesNewtown sandes referred to on maps as moyvaneMoyvane the towns original irish
name and ballybunionBally bunion are towns newtownsandesNewtownsandes about fifteen miles inland from
ballybunionBallybunion on the mouth of the shannon knockanureKnockanure is a village coilagurteen
and knockenagh are townlandstown lands Irelands smallest division of land in the 1800s
both knockanureKnockanure and coilagurteen were part oftheodtheof the parish of newtownsandesNewtownsandes
parish records for knockenagh are kept inin ballybunionBallybunion the name timothy isis

anglicized from tadiktadhgtadhk gaelic for poet
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PROLOGUE

I1

whittier california

id practice all day long then sing
when irish eyes are smiling

still off key
when my daddy came home from work

but my name
now that
was an altogether different matter

moloneybaloneyMoloney baloney moloneybaloneymoloneybaloney

no phonybaloneymoloney
thats what my father said to say
sticks and stones can break my bones

bonymoloneymacaroni baloney

then uncle ed mailed around a family tree
0 maoldhomhnaighomaoldhomhnaigh

descendant of a church devotee
and I1 saw my father had a father
and so did he four fathers back
to timothy

did he look like me
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x

HERITAGE

as told beside a turf fire by an belrheirbeir

coilagurteen county kerry ireland

timothy molony built roads
farmed these green fenced fields
across the bogs from knockanureKnockanure
kept a journal on a payroll slip
married kate the enright girl
sired edmond at rest with them in gale
emigrants and john

who married ellen of the doody farm next door
dispersed eleven children to the wind
and passed the farm to timothy called thady

who wedwedjohannajohanna loughnane
sired michael buried as a baby
five daughters and a son named john

this smiling aging kerrymanberrymanKerryman
whose stretched ancestral roots
As yet unsnapped
still web the shannon back to county clare
foreclosed there somehow long ago foretelling
these embers of an ancient clan gone dim
yet fanned beside this turf fire by an heir
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XIIkiikil

ITS THE VIEW FROM THERE

IS GRAND I1 I1

so you want to see the old graveyard
the moloneysMoloneys are out in gale im sure
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XIII

THE HILL IS ALIVE

for mary third cousin once removed

graveyard st brendansbrendanoBrendans abbey knockanureKnockanure

this relic nave roof caved to cromwell s cannon balls
stood sentinel through civil war emboldened hope
when victories blazed lanterns on its walls
the hill rolls slowly singing it to sleep

amused among the gusts of grass and stones
you played here as a child you loved to peep
around the doors of tombs primed for skeletons
but counted on the dark in which they sleep

the hill is alive twilight is afoot

you come here often now to feel the valley spread
to soften in the soft rain and listen to the scoop
of kerry s wind to dream among the dead
you dipped us gently on ourout fathers sleep

we spread like rivulets meandering down
then wound our way back poling the deep
grass around islands of lichen laced stone
the hill rolled slowly singing in its sleep

the hill isis alive twilight is afoot
afloat on the waves of centuries
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john found it first all teeth intact white occult
survivors nestled in a refuse heap
within the abbey walls the vestige of a vault
collapsed upon its coffins in their sleep

you raised the bone and called me to your side
where are your songs old mandible old chap

not one to mock your grinning ancient bride
ancestral kiss conceive us as you sleep

the hill isis alive twilight isis afoot
afloat on the waves of centencentuncenturieses
break on these jonesboneshonesboneyfones shall live

I1 watched you turn it slowly in your hand
and scan it with a thoughtful fingertip
you mused as you returned it to the mound

this might once have robbed me of my sleep

below the cows fanned out down through the town
herded from their fields their uddersadders ripe
their low mooing mixing with the wind
the hill rolled softly singing in its sleep
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XIV

FOR MANY AWAIT

A

ballybunionBallybunion county kerry

jotted on a time card
1851181 october ath7th my son patsy left home

father
im hoping you can help me my great great great
grandparents are buried down the road in gale
A long walk away from where they lived
in coilagurteen on the road to newtownsandesNewtown sandes

you see im thinking maybe kate
was raised near here so married here and not
in newtownsandesNewtown sandes the parish of their farm
do your books go back that far

kate was an enright and my cousins say
there are lots ofofenrightsenrightsEnrights still just down in doon
in fact I1 met an enright married to a brown
just yesterday catherine her family calls her kate

ashesshes a cousin too kates grave in gale
Is in the enright plot these enrightsEnrights claim
could I1 see your books father
I1 can guess the date and I1 know the name
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it YOUR HELPING HAND

B

the presbytery ballybunionBallybunion

chuckling alex haley and his roots
he left me with the oldest register
my toes already numb inside my boots

I1 held the wooden binding of the book
and opened in another routine check
to where I1 thought the marriage entries were

the ink was crusted thin and brown with age
I1 ran my ringerfinger down the brittle page
and stopped halfwayhalf way baptized this 24th day

ofjanuaryof january 1832
by father keane inin ballydonoghuebally donoghue
in holy catholic rite Patipatrickick son

of timothy molony and catherine enright
from knockenagh near gale that night
beside his fire I1 told a tale to john
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XVIIvil

PASSApassages
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san francisco city hall

reprinted from young woman sJos journalurnal salt lake city edited and published by the general board of the
young ladies mutual improvement associations 1726817 268
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saints and the san francisco earthquake

william G hartley

in mid april 1906 about one hundred and twentyfivetwenty five latter
day saints lived in san francisco the paris of the west whose
hilly neighborhood straddled the san andreas fault line in addi-
tion the city constantly drew visiting saints tourists business people
travelers and guests LDS medical and university students were also
temporary residents the local branch had several dozen members
scattered throughout the crowded city the headquarters building
for the california mission where president joseph E robinson I1 his
young family and several missionaries lived stood at 609 franklin
street affectionately called six ought nine by missionaries I11

the dramatic experiences of the saints who witnessed the terrible
earthquake on 18 april 1906 became etched in memory but not writ-
ten in the historical literature of mormonism the best surveys of
LDS history in california dr eugene campbells dissertation and
leo J muirsmairs two volume history give the earthquake only brief
mention to piece together the story of the saints and the earth-
quake this account draws from materials published in 1906 from
contemporary diaries and correspondence and from oral and written
reminiscences by saints who were there 2

THE PRE earthquake conference
upon his return from the april 1906 LDS general conference

in salt lake city president robinson called a california mission
conference which took place at 609 on sunday and monday

william G hartley isis a research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute for church history and an
assistant professor of history at brigham young university

andrewmdrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia 3 vols salt lake city jenson history
company 1920 321952193 219 20 california mission manuscript history library archives historical depart
ment the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latterutteriatter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives
I1 six ought nine isis referred to inin joseph E robinson journal photocopy of holograph 18 april 1906
church archives

eugene edward campbell A history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints inm california
1846 1946 ph D diss university of southern california 1919525 2 leo J muir A century of mormon
activities in california 12 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1951 52 the san francisco ward
manuscript history inm church archives gives a brief summary of the earthquake but the california mission
manuscript history ignores the cataclysm
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15 and 16 april the conference provided saints a spiritual high
barely before tragedy taxed their inner reserves the lord
poured out his holy spirit in rich abundance and power at our
meetings president robinson reported to LDS church president
joseph F smith it is seldom that I1 have seen more love humility
and trust manifested 3 when president robinson arose to conclude
the meetings late monday afternoon he closed by quoting prophecies
about the last days including luke 21 in which jesus warns of wars
pestilences and earthquakes in divers places the meaning of that
scripture became much clearer to him two days later 4

six ought nine hosted one last gathering before its wednes-
day destruction a mutual improvement association social on tuesday
night to conclude the mission conference in attendance were mis-
sionariessionaries san francisco branch members and LDS visitors to the
city including former apostle matthias cowley and wife nora and
bishop john R welker from arizona 5 also joining the party were
five elders bound for samoa and australia leo L gardner william
keison R S rimington mark hardman and alex layton the five
had arrived in the city that afternoon left their baggage at the train
depot to be transferred to a steamship wharf and checked into a local
hotel 6

although the social lasted until after midnight elder J R
shepherd was called upon at 1000 to offer a family prayer for the
group he prayed that something awful would happen to wake up
san francisco and make it receptive to the gospel president robinson
and elder cowley could not say amen and told the elder it was not
right to pray for trouble the next morning after the earthquake
the robinsons had to comfort the elder and convince him that his
prayer had not caused the disaster 7

at the social the saints were encouraged to attend a branch
picnic to be held the following day at golden gate park then
leaving 609 the cowleyscowlensCowleys bishop welker the pacific elders
and other guests and missionaries returned to their hotels or rented
rooms throughout the city about twenty missionaries spent the
night at 609 8

joseph E robinson to joseph F smith 17 april 1908 california mission letterbookLetterbook church archives
detererdeseret evening news 27 april 1906 p 1

A briefstorybrief story oftheodtheof the life ofjoseph eldridge robinson holograph church archives hereafter cited as
robinson life sketch

6 leo JL gardner and the san francisco earthquake typescript memoir written inin 1957 church
archives hereafter cited as gardner sketch

ineznez robinson preece story of this old down quilt typescript explanation of the quilt itit once
accompanied church archives robinson life sketch

robinson life sketch
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THE earthquake
early wednesday morning 18 april while most of the saints

slept two former utahnsutahna worked race whitney and wally young
newspapermen with the san francisco chronicle finished an article
for a morning deadline when they stepped from the chronicle
office and walked on eddy street toward their hotels they noticed
the eastern horizon above oakland across san francisco bay turning
blue and the san francisco streetlightsstreet lights dimming for the expected
sunrise

suddenly at 513315515513 AM they heard a deep rumbling in the
distance then a concussive sound the streets and buildings started
to move and shudder and power lines and cable car tracks jerked
and swayed they heard the creaking grinding and splintering of
wooden buildings brick chimneys and walls crashed through roofs
and tumbled to sidewalks we were standing in the front of the
auditorium hotel 113 eddy street when the crash came race
wrote to his apostle father orson F whitney instinctively we
started for the middle of the street and where we had stood less than
one second before there was a pile of bricks seven feet high then
spreading their legs apart for balance they waddle ran sixty feet
barely outdistancing four more stories of the hotel that tumbled
down surviving the hotels collapse was their first miracle that
morning wally moved into the middle of the street for safety but
then race yelled to him and pointed to a dangling mass of waving
electric wires overhead wally jumped to the sidewalk while the
wires came down sputtering and tearing up everything they touched
that we were not both electrocuted was the second miracle of the
morning race wrote astounded by what was happening to their
city the two wondered if perhaps they were the only newspaper
reporters to be witnessing the sudden devastation 9

A massive tear in the earths crust had moved across the pacific
ocean floor at a speed of two miles per second or 7000 miles per
hour and struck the california coast ninety miles north of san
francisco following the san andreas fault it wrecked fort bragg
ripped south and demolished forests of redwoods shifted billions of
tons of earth collapsed the russian church at fort ross destroyed the
city of santa rosa cracked through san francisco made shambles of
stanford university at palo alto jarred san jose destroyed the state
insane asylum at agnew and sped south to salinas the quake

racegrace whitney to orson F whitney deseret evening news 30 april 1906 p 3 william bronson the
earth shook the sky bennerburnerburnedburneybunney new york doubleday pocket ed 19711971 p 3322
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shook a path of destruction twenty to forty miles wide and two hun-
dred miles long As instant furrows showed the surfaces along the
crack line sometimes shifted twenty feet apart the quake rated 6.3636365

on the richter scale 10

the first quaking lasted forty seconds but it seemed longer than
that to the two reporters then after a ten second pause the quake
resumed for another twentyfivetwenty five seconds thirteen minutes later
came the first of several strong aftershocks during the quake the city
resembled a terrier shaking a rat 11 the earth sometimes rose
three feet streets cracked open water and gas poured up from holes
in the ground and church bells jangled with abandon 12

florence hill a latter day saint who lived outside the city s

center was asleep when the earthquake hit

I1 cannot describe the feeling that came over me as the earth began to
rock and the house to grind and twist the bed was a toy tossed about
by unseen hands I1 lay staring at the ceiling expecting every instantinstant to
see the walls crashing about me I1 knew not where to go for one
place seemed just as safe as another A rumbling roaring noisenoise added
to the horror 13

the ernst J broberg family members of the local branch lived
on the second floor of a row house near golden gate park when
the quaking commenced mrs broberg rushed from her bed to stand
under a doorframe for protection she held their three month old
baby and her five and three year old boys clung tightly to her legs
the boys wally and todd remembered for the rest of their lives that
moment when they saw pans flying off the stove cupboard doors
flapping wildly and groceries and dishes tumbling to the floor 14

six ought nine three stories high rocked as though shoved
by a giants mighty hand 1 I was awakened by a most terrible and
horrible rending and tearing sound president robinson said and
the house at once began to sway and rock as though it would be
dashed to the ground he called to his crying daughters to be calm
and then a more terrific shake came and I1 jumped out of bed to the
middle of the room but by this time I1 could scarcely keep my
feet he noticed a haze brown like seemed to darken the room
while the building groaned with rending and twisting chimney

bronson the earth shook p 48 gordon thomas and max morgan wittswins the san francisco earth-
quake new york steinstem and day 1971 ppap 65 66 68 69

race whitney to orson F whitney deseret evening news 30 april 1906 p 3

bronson the earth shook p 35 thomas and witts san francisco earthquake p 71
florence R hill san francisco s hour of trial young comanswomansirlomansjournaljournal 17 june 1906 p 266
todd broberg telephone interview with author 3 september 1982 wallace broberg telephone inter-

view
inter-

view with author 3 september 1982 notes inin authors possession
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joseph E robinson
president of the california mission

courtesy ofhistoricalof historical department
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members of the san francisco branch in 1902
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bricks burst through the ceiling in another room in the parlor the
mantle and fireplace and a candelabra crashed to the floor finally
when 609 stopped shaking president robinson reached and com-
forted his terrified children the mission home survived the quake
with but slight damage 15

looking out through a window he saw three dogs tails tucked
trying to gain entry into any building and a bewildered old man
leaning on his cane in the middle of mcallister street with his legs
wide apart then like a flash the street was full of people most of
them in their night clothes president robinson said the sidewalk
beside 609 was covered with a great heap of bricks from the
chimney of the house south of us broken glass was everywhere
president robinson climbed into bed with his children to calm
them 16

mrs robinson noticed something ominous papa there are
fires breaking out down town great clouds of smoke are rolling
up everywhere papa robinson dressed quickly and went out-
side he saw a fire burning three blocks uphill west from gog4609609
on golden gate avenue and another one three blocks south near
octavia and fell streets he rushed back into 609 and instructed
elder A T mccarty the mission secretary to pack up the mission
records in case the fires spread someone tried the home s water
faucets and no water came the city s water mains had broken 17

president robinson worried about his missionaries the branch
members and saints scattered around the city he felt official church
responsibility for the welfare of all mormonscormons in the area

meanwhile the first earthquake barely disturbed the sleep of the
five pacific bound elders even elder leo gardner who slept with an
arm draped on the sill of an open window the previous day s travel
and late night party made them too tired to react they were lodged
in two rooms on the third floor of a five story brick hotel when
noise down in the street became too disturbing elder gardner
peered out and saw people running in all directions and buildings
collapsing amid dust and smoke he and the four others dressed
leisurely to go out and investigate they had trouble prying their
door open and then found the hall was completely covered with
plaster and rubbish they picked their way downstairs and then
outside there they discovered that the front and back brick walls of

15joseph E robinson journal 18 april 1906 joseph E robinson to joseph F smith 21 april 1906
joseph E robinson papers church archives

16joseph E robinson journal 18 april 1906 and deseret evening news 27 april 1906 p 1

17joseph E robinson journal 18 april 1906
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the hotel had sluffedbluffed off creating giant rubble heaps on the ground
A crowd in the street all seemed to be going in one direction so
the elders joined the stream it was just a mob of people in panic
elder gardner commented then fearing their luggage might be in
danger they hiked to the train depot the baggage agent said their
trunks had been moved across the street to a warehouse then engulfed
in flames two disappointed elders threw away their baggage claim
ticketsrickets but elder gardner picked them up just in case 18

the five elders strangers in the large broken city walked back
to their hotel this was about 8 AM suddenly an aftershock hit
while they were in a narrow alley showering down bricks and chunks
of wood unhurt they entered their damaged hotel returned to
their rooms and elder gardner said to our great astonishment we
discovered that the two rooms which we five missionaries had slept in
were the only two rooms in the entire building which were intact
there was not even so much as the plaster knocked off the ceiling of
either room collecting their few belongings they left the battered
hotel and hiked to 609 19

my room was the only undamaged one stories became common-
place in the city and among the saints sister E wolfinger a young
LDS nurse at french hospital reported that all of the hospitals
rooms were damaged except the one where she was on duty after
the quake she helped evacuate patients to tents in a nearby lot
elders E H clark and S A bunnell lodged across the street from

609 at 606 franklin street left their undamaged room only to find
their building filled with cracks and broken plaster you mormonscormons
got off easy the proprietor told them 20

elders looking for matthias cowley found his market street
hotel terribly damaged you are lucky to be alive rescuers told
elder cowley while helping him down an outside ladder he said his
own room was undamaged not even a crack in the ceiling when he
reached 609 he told the saints that he was not harmed because 1 I
dedicated my room to the lord last night one amazed listener six
year old inez robinson later said this was her first testimony of
prayer 21

gradually several saints from throughout the city collected at
609 including bishop welker and sister nash rowlands who was
terribly frightened hair full of plaster by midmorning the

gardner sketch
ibid
joseph E robinson to joseph F smith 21 april 1906 deseret evening news 27 april 1906 p 1

preece story of this old down quilt
preece story of this old down quilt joseph E robinson journal 18 april 1906
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pacific bound elders as well as the cowleyscowlens had reached the mission
home sister robinson fed the excited group some sandwiches and
because there was no water the thirsty received bottled fruit and
juice president robinson divided his missionaries and the pacific
elders into teams and sent them out to check on san francisco branch
members he visited a hooper family and found the children upset
he administered to sister hooper bedfast with rheumatism and
I1 she arose and dressed and was made whole for the moment be-
fore noon the teams returned and reported 1 I was thankful to my
heavenly father to find all well so far as we could learn and we heard
from nearly all of them the president said 22

the horrible stories the saints heard about lootersfooters and pillagersvillagerspillagers
maraudingraudingma in their direction added to the saints fears brother ernst
broberg an american national bank cashier who had just inspected
his downtown bank and was carrying a gun told president robinson
to arm himself for the denizens of the barbery coast were coming
up town before the flames drinking cursing pillaging and demon-
like committing all kinds of abuses and wickedness there was no law
or order militia soon appeared on the streets young and untried
boys according to the worried mission president he felt much
better later in the morning when general frederick funston recently
returned from military duty in the philippines and commander of
two thousand troops at the city s presidio garrison began patrolling
with soldiers of experience when the troops with bugle calling
and flag flying rode down golden gate avenue a block from

609 president robinson wept for joy because I1 felt now the
dread we had anticipated from brother brobergsBrobergs warning was passed
the civil and federal authorities were getting the situation in
hand 23

having viewed nearby damage heard wild rumors and watched
the sky fill with smoke saints at 609 became curious to see more
of the incredible disaster so they explored nearby neighborhoods
ruining their shoes on streets and sidewalks covered with broken
bricks boards cement and glass streetcars their tracks twisted
severed and blocked could not run many houses tilted on twisted
frames the roaming saints encountered shifting hordes of curiosity
seekers and people fleeing fires which burned freely in several neigh-
borhoodsborhoods because firemen could pump no water from broken city
water mains the sun looked like a huge ball blood red through

robinson life sketch joseph E robinson journal 18 april 1906 gardner sketch
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the heavy smoke president robinson said As I1 noted the havoc
wrought by the seismic force he recalled 1 I thought what poor
impotent things we are compared with the powers of the infinite
one here I1 could see how mountains shall rise and sink as he
wills 24

the saints learned some the hard way that martial law had
been declared to prevent looting and to force enlist laborers to aid the
rescue crews the militia had strict orders to shoot suspicious looking
characters even shop owners could not enter their own shops nor
grocers give away their own food 25 according to elder gardner
a police officer stopped him and six other elders at gunpoint and
I1 ordered us all into a basement and to help clear out the rocks and
brick and to look for survivors they found no one dead or alive
but saw bodies being pulled from nearby buildings 26

THE DEATH OF 609

the early morning fires near 609 were contained but about
11 AM less than four blocks away a woman tried to cook breakfast
and her chimney flue caught fire firemen were too busy elsewhere
to respond to this new fire now known as the famous ham and
eggs fire it spread slowly toward 609 by midafternoon the
saints knew they must evacuate the mission home quick thinking
sister robinson had visited the nearby grocery when it opened that
morning and bought loaves of bread and then before the saints
deserted 609 she packed up a good basketful of food to take
along 27

in the early afternoon firemen came to 609 and ordered
everyone out the mission home stood in a block being dynamited to
stop the ham and eggs fire before leaving 609 elder cowley
led the saints in a prayer for safety and then the group hauled into the
street about two dozen trunks bedding mission records carpets
furniture and the hand organ which the cityscites mayor eugene schmidt
had recently donated to the branch president robinson said they
had a strenuous time emptying the home before the dynamitersdynamiters
arrived to transport the piles of belongings he flagged down two
horse drawn carts and willingly paid exorbitant fees demanded by the
drivers the 609 group meanwhile carrying trunks and loose
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belongings joined their neighborhoods evacuation uphill and north
two blocks and west one to jefferson park a full city block of open
space that became an instant refugee center carpets helped wall and
roof in their possessions giving a few lucky saints some privacy and
shelter that night 28

about 4 PM gog609 was partly blown up by demolition teams
the rampaging fires then burned what was left of it but the sacrifice
paid off and that flank of the fire line did not spread beyond the
block where 609 had stood

THAT TERRIBLE WEDNESDAY

wednesday 18 april 1906 was perhaps the longest day in
san francisco s history during the long afternoon unstoppable
fires forced thousands of frightened people to flee to safety streams
of people pooled in the city s open areas vacant lots public parks
cemeteries and military bases mayor schmidt appointed relief com-
mittees with authority to draft laborers to create needed medical
sanitary cooking and camping centers

lorenzo lamontlament snow visiting the city was lodged at the
graystone hotel when the quake shook him awake forcing his
jammed door open he rushed into the crowd outside the hotel we
were driven hither and thither by the fire he said unable to
reenter the hotel before it burned down he lost 200 and all personal
effects from then until 4 AMA M the next day he labored with city work
crews 29

LDS medical student parley pratt musser with his wife and
baby lived in a four story apartment house at 915913 minna street in
the south of market section the tenants deserted the building after
the initial quake but martha musser handed the baby to parley and
said she would join them outside smelling gas she found a wrench
and bravely descended into the dark basement where riding out
three aftershocks she turned off about thirty gas meters to the many
apartments when safely outside she and parley decided to save
their household belongings despite approaching fires into deserted
streets they hauled a 150 pound trunk parley s medical library
bundled in a blanket and two canaries after one hour of back-
breaking retreat they were trapped by drifting smoke and advancing
flames parley found some soft dirt and a tin bucket dug a hole and

28joseph E robinson journal 18 april 1906 joseph E robinson to joseph F smith 21 april 1906
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buried his books fleeing unbearable heat they hiked two more
miles before finding safety then parley although exhausted saw
that his medical skills were needed so he spent thirty consecutive
hours dressing wounds and burns at an emergency hospital later he
rescued his buried books and on saturday the family boarded a boat
for oakland 30

A seventeen yeayear oldrooid mormon harold jenson whose rewritten
diary entry3lentry31 of sixteen typed pages single spaced provides one of the
most detailed first person accounts of a san franciscan s experiences
that disastrous wednesday helped his family barely escape from
morning fires sweeping the area south of market street his father
a tailor pulled a hand truck carrying a trunk loaded with tools
and clothes that weighed a ton harolds mother pushed her
husbands wheeled sewing machine harold his pockets full of small
items pushed his wheel bicycle on which were strapped a harp
two mattresses and a bundle of belongings the sidewalks old
torn up and mostly wooden made progress slow as they moved
south and then west making a sweeping U to skirt and parallel
the westward spreading fires

the diary indicates that near brannan and sixth streets harold s

father became exhausted and stopped to rest fires burned within a
hundred yards of them and the family wondered would we beat
the fire when soldiers ordered everyone to move on before they
dynamited the block the father shook his head and murmured he
could go no farther said harold

at that moment in my desire to get him out of the way I1 was gifted
with the strength of a sampson and how I1 thanked god after that he
had guided me from bad habits and also for the wonderful strength he
gave me that day on the impulse of the moment I1 picked him up as
though he were but a mere child and sat him in the truck against the
trunk I1 got hold of the handles again and the big load seemed light as I1

wheeled itit across the street and for half a block while mother was close
behind me wheeling the sewing machine

harold wrote that while dynamite concussions shattered windows
next to them they struggled and pushed their way through the
crowd they managed to hire an old wagon ready to fall to pieces
but even with it they moved slowly having to dodge trunks pianos
and furniture strewn all over the street their course was west on
fourteenth street and north on valencia near market street they

30deseret evening news 25 april 1906 p 2
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avoided soldiers who were confiscating all wagons and turned
west to octavia then north reaching golden gate avenue they
found a long train of wagons there in front as well as behind us
they skirted jefferson square one great mass of furniture and
humanity hours before the 609 staff moved there joining the
hooper family also LDS they went up turk street to fillmore north
to ofarrellOTarrell and south on divisaderodevisadero to mcallister atop mcallister
hill harold said we got a splendid view of the burning city all
was fire fire oh god how our beautiful san francisco did burn

according to harolds diary the jensonsbensons continued west and

then south across golden gate park by midnight they reached a
ranch outside the city but they could still see the awful red sky
and hear the reports of dynamiting they gathered in the house
I1 I1 and a prayer was offered up to god for our deliverance and thanked
him for his protection and also for our city and its suffering thou-
sands harold tried to sleep but only a nightmare came I1

dreamed I1 was inin a burning building with no chance to escape I1 I1

fires near market street also forced utah artist john willard
will clawson and family from their home clawsonsClawsons studio was

gutted and fires destroyed their priceless art treasures and household
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belongings 32

toward evening the hotel where reporter wally young had
been lodged caught fire destroying his furniture and trunks race
whitney knew that his hotel the rex at 242 turk street was doomed
as well so the two newspapermen packed races trunks grips and
typewriter and took them down to the sidewalk while in the
hotel race recalled we helped some women to get out their traps
personal belongings and wally went to help them into a place of

safety when he returned word came that the hotel would be
dynamited in fifteen minutes so race said 1 I lugged my goods for a
couple of blocks and finally secured an expressman to haul them a

half mile further beyond the fire lines he finally camped wednes-
day night at a cemetery meanwhile wally young found passage on
a boat to oakland where he helped publish a special earthquake edi-
tion of the san francisco chronicle 33

rumors compounded the terror of the day the quake had
severed san francisco s telephone and telegraph connections with
the rest of the world so saint and gentile alike had no way to know
how true stories were about chicago sinking into lake michigan

deseret evening news 2233 april 1906 p 1 robert S olpin dictionary of utah art salt lake city
salt lake art center 1980 ppap 38 40
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new york and los angeles being destroyed and salt lake city being
inundated by the great salt lake 34

when nighttime drew wednesday to a close people could not
sleep due to excitement and fear near dusk president robinson
moved his family and others from jefferson square he took bishop
welker who was recovering from an operation two or three expectant
mothers and the cowleyscowlens to sister vandenberg spurriersSpurriers home at
440 broderick street mr spurrier a professed atheist who had
treated president robinson coldly before welcomed him into the
home shook his hand and rejoiced thank god now we are
safe a strange utterance for an infidel president robinson
observed 35

many saints including the pacific elders spent wednesday
night at the mormon camp in jefferson park it was areala real trial
elder gardner said to endure our thirst and to go without washing
our faces and hands which were getting blacker with the dust and
smoke he added that there wasnt much sleep that night the
spreading fires lit up the horizon for miles around and there was no
need for lamps or candles 36 during the night president robinson
said we would go occasionally to watch the progress of the fire
which grew longer on its front line and came nearer mrs robinson
had a small child and the family spent a cold night sleeping on the
grass 37

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY OF FIRES

wednesday s fires burned most of the south of market section
and the business district on thursday miles of flames burned
northward eastward and southwest into the mission district smoke
billowed two miles high and clouded the city van ness avenue
became the battle line and firemen and dynamitersdynamiters succeeded by
early friday in holding the fire line near there on friday crackling
flames fed hungrily between russian and telegraph hills and moved
northeast to torch north beach neighborhoods by early saturday
morning fireboatsfireboats doused the last fires along the bay

to escape the spreading fires refugees moved again and again to
find safety vehicles were scarce men women and children swarmed
up and down san francisco s hilly streets a scene president robinson
described

34deseretDeseret34depedeifDesenefrefnet evening news 7 may 1906 bronson the earth shook p 87
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people were moving out of the doomed district by the thousands dragging
trunks too heavy for the strength of the infirm and weak improvised
vehicles were made of cots lounges baby buggies etc heavy bundles
were carried by children and weak women whose tear stained faces
and terror stricken countenancescountenancer revealed the nature of their minds and
souls some inin grim humor joked others were hysterical some
apathetic others beside themselves with fear or anguish I1 saw some
who were drunken or overcome with fatigue laying on the hard
sidewalks near the fire line oblivious to all their surroundings and
wrapped in the deepest sleep these would be awakened by the soldiers
and almost prodded back to safety

he thought it was wrong for people to worry more about pets than
children food and clothes some inconsiderate souls he noted
I1 I1 called people uncharitable who would not share their last blanket or
crumbs of bread with them to cover or feed their measly dogs or
parrotsparrots3838131138

in addition to parley pratt mussershussersMussers medical service several
mormon men helped during the catastrophe not always voluntarily
civil officers commandeered manpower as needed sometimes at
gunpoint to distribute food dig sanitary trenches set up kitchens
and bakeries clear streets drive vehicles search for and remove the
injured or dead and fight fires among california mission elders
pressed into service were elders A T mccarty dispensing food
A H clark and A G benson clearing rubble and building bakeries
john nelson pick and shovel work clearing streets andandjandaJ R shepherd
who had prayed for trouble to strike the city two nights working on
fire engine detail 39

on thursday morning the pacific elders joined one of the great
bread lines four people abreast and many blocks long and obtained
two or three loaves each needing a change of clothing if it could be
salvaged they returned to the railroad depot where they found only
piles of charred luggage and assumed theirs had burned too walking
back towardjeffersontoward jefferson park they entered a large grocery store about to
be razed and by police permission filled their pockets and arms
with canned goods and other food they showed their groceries at
the mormon camp and then returned to the store for more taking
other saints along inside elders gardner and franklin badger froze
when an armed officer first ordered everyone out and then shot and
killed the man standing beside them dropping their baskets and
raising both hands over their heads the elders rushed out glad to

3 ibid 19 april 1906
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get out with our lives elder gardner said they then discovered
they had entered the wrong store by mistake 40

on thursday the main mormon camp at jeffersonatjefferson park including
president robinson moved to golden gate park fifteen blocks
away someone noted that the branch was having its golden gate
park picnic after all although a day late A few saints however
stayed at jefferson square where president robinson noted the
sanitary conditions are exceedingly bad because of the lack of care and
water to flush sewers some families in their efforts to move
household belongings from the fire zones became separated to
help saints find each other president robinson posted a sign in the

609 ashes informing the members about the LDS camp relocations
thousands of san franciscans including some saints crossed the bay
to oakland where refugee camps and relocation centers sprang up 41

after earthquake tremors subsided and fire paths were scrutinized
saints whose homes seemed safe perhaps a dozen places total opened
them up to their church brothers and sisters on friday with fires
still burning president robinson visited the saints and then in
the evening moved his belongings to the brobergsBrobergs row house near
golden gate park where he the wolfingerWolfmger family and some elders
slept that night 42

on friday fires spread to the russian hill area among homes
incinerated was that of ina coolbrith a mormon by birth but not
by baptism or affiliation born josephine donna smith in nauvoo
she was a niece ofofjosephjoseph smith after whom she was named but kept
her mormon background secret by 1906 she was already a highly
regarded and dearly loved poet in 1915 she was named poet laureate
of california burned with the house were many ofotherher writings and
her personal library of books today coolbrith park marks the spot
where her house stood a memorial to her poetic achievements 43

IMMEDIATE LDS assistance
news of the san francisco catastrophe shook utahnsutahna starting

the morning of the quake crowds collected to eagerly scan each new
bulletin hand posted on bulletin boards or in sidewalk windows of
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the local newspaper offices those with relatives or loved ones in
san francisco anxiously looked for mention of names in the bulletins
within twenty four hours after the earthquake utahnsutahna were receiving
accurate information about the welfare of the mormonscormons in san francisco
early thursday morning president robinson had sent elders across
the bay to oakland to telegraph presidentjosephpresident joseph F smith and soon
the general authorities and then utah saints heard the glad message

lives of members and elders safe mission home burned loss
nominal elders enroute to islands with us gradually letters reached
utahnsutahna from san francisco as postal authorities forwarded messages
on paper or shingles or anything similar without requiring postage
stamps or envelopes 44

LDS and utah government officials took immediate steps to send
relief supplies to san francisco on 19 april thursday the first
presidency and the quorum of the twelve met and agreed to send

10000 to california governor george C pardee for the general
relief of earthquake victims 45 general relief society officers came
with all haste to a meeting called by president bathsheba W smith
in salt lake city they contacted railroad men secured space on
a train car and arranged for a load of flour to fill the car they
purchased ready made clothing and bedding at ZCMI all day and
far into the night the sisters worked faithfully going themselves to
the depot to see that the things were packed carefully in the car the
general board minutes note 46 the women leaders also spearheadedspearheaded
I1 I1 systematic work in the nearby stakes and wards thus producing a
supply of goods and money very quickly along with a storage problem
society officers contacted architect don carlos young who let them
stack materials in his office in the downtown templeton building 47

by late wednesday the society had shipped one carload and several
parts of carloads in the care of the red cross during subsequent
days they sent linens hospital supplies layetteslayettes and bedding
including about 350 quilts and blankets one stakes relief society
labored a long day and night to finish and send off ninety three
quilts 48

in salt lake city wards were asked to bake bread bishop
joseph christenson of the tenth ward in his diary noted his wards

4444josephjoseph E robinson to joseph F smith 19 april 1906 joseph E robinson journal 19 april 1906
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response april 20 got word that bread was needed in san francisco
had joseph his son and some of the boys notify the people all
seemed willing to bake bread for the hungry the next day he
wrote today we gathered the bread and took it down to the depot
we had two wagon loads also two big bundles of bedding gathered
by the relief society 49 other wards responded similarly including
one that donated 500 loaves of freshly baked bread one woman
wrapped her loaves in oil tissue paper to keep the bread from drying
out tucked in notes asking for recipients to write to her about the
disaster and received answers including one from a person living on
utah street in san francisco 50

within a few weeks utahnsutahna had shipped dozens of train car loads
of food and supplies to san francisco utahnsutahna also supported a
benefit concert performed by the tabernacle choir and the US
army band from fort douglas when railroads provided free rides to
quake victims hundreds headed east making overnight stops in
utah there local people provided the refugees free lodging meals
clothes and baths appreciated the most apparently were the
baths utahnsutahna money donations for earthquake relief purposes
exceeded 100000 by early summer 51

AFTERMATH

on saturday 21 april the pacific elders moved to a hotel in
oakland what a relief it was to get in contact with some water
once more and wash ourselves for the first time in four days elder
gardner said they ate their first good supper in days and slept well
in real beds however elder gardner awoke in the middle of the
night when a strong impression came to me that our baggage was
not burned so he arose dressed visited oaklandsOaklands city hall
waited three hours in line obtained a permit to cross the bay ate
breakfast and then rode a ferry to san francisco and visited the train
station what in the hell do you want now the angry baggage
man demanded elder gardner insisted on examining the baggage
room and the man finally consented the minute the door opened
the elder spied his trunk in the middle of the room with all the
baggage of the other four boys piled around it even boxes of
books and literature the church was sending with the elders for the
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hawaii mission were there elder gardner produced all the needed
baggage claim tags and the agent marked hold on the items with
red crayon the elder ferried back to oakland with a light and
happy heart where his companions hardly believed his news 52

the next day the five crossed the bay and found that none of
their personal effects was missing they managed to move their
baggage to the wharf hoping to sail soon but their ship delayed its
departure we were heart sick as none of us had money to stay in
california that long elder gardner recalled we wondered if we
should return to our homes in utah while debating what to do
they watched a large crane loading crates into a boat and one crate
broke open and scattered oranges on the wharf A man motioned for
the elders to help themselves never did oranges taste so good
before or since one said the elders returned to oakland until
29 april when four of the five sailed on the alameda 53

on saturday 21 april many saints and elders including the
robinsons moved to oakland that day president robinson wrote
to LDS president joseph F smith we are all quite well but worn
and weary through watching and labor because several families
lost almost all they possessed and will need some assistance he
requested that president smith send 1500 to 2000 to help the
saints by 22 april he obtained a permit excusing him from forced
labor details letting him move freely into and out of san francisco to
shepherd his flock each day he carried two suitcases filled with bread
to san francisco and distributed it to the women and children in
greatest need in four parks we visited during the week after
21 april his main task was shuttling between oakland and san
francisco trying to reunite LDS families fragmented by the quake and
fires family separations worried me more than the fire and its
attendant discomfortscomfortsdis he said 54

by 24 april half the elders of the california mission left san
francisco to return to their normal fields of labor and half stayed to
help the relief effort one week after the earthquake on 25 april
race whitney wrote a newsy letter about san francisco conditions to
his apostle father the people here are in a state of panic he
began the city is under martial law over 50000 people are camping
in the streets and public parks weather cold provisions dealt out by
the government one can at a time one loaf at a time and an occasional
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smakeringsmakering of butter meat and sugar although trainloadstrainloads of supplies
were arriving the main problem was how to get it to the people
with the limited number of teams at the disposal of the relief forces
the sewer system was wrecked he said and garbage holes and
closets have been dug in the middle of the principal streets by the
score one striking feature of the calamity he decided was the
equalizing the disaster caused

men who were in affluent circumstances a week ago today are on a level
with the humblest laborer I1 have seen multi millionaires dressed in
long frock coats and silk hats all they saved perhaps standing inin a line
two blocks long behind chinese or italian laborers waiting their loaf of
bread we are all even now they say well start again and
see who gets the money 55

on 25 april deseret news special correspondent george C
carpenter took a twelve mile walking tour of the charred city he
described the area between where city hall and 609 had been as

ash heaps all that remained of 609 was part of an iron fence
a bathtub and a half burned telephone pole to which was tacked
the cards of several elders and notice to latter day saints to gather at
jefferson park from ashes of 609 he picked up two heat warped
spoons as souvenirs he then visited saints staying at the spurriersSpurriers
home golden gate park and the william P wolfinger residence
the latter had become the temporary mission headquarters for elders
still in the city and there he found thirteen elders well safe and
happy and affirming they would not have missed the experience
for anything carpenter established a deseret news information
bureau where utahnsutahna could register he reported that 122 saints and
elders had been in the city when the quake struck during the next
days he cabled names of utahnsutahna to utah so people back home could
know who was safe survivors he noted attributed the fact that no
latter day saints were killed or injured to the intervening hand of
the almighty 56

general authorities decided to help a non mormon quake victim
and friend of the church dr winslow anderson a prominent
surgeon they sent him 500500300 to replace scientific materials he lost
when his sanitarium and office were burned he was a man so kind
to my family and the saints president robinson observed 57

aid continued to reach president robinson for saints in need
the relief society in the hawaii mission sent 50 other saints
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and friends sent money clothing and writing materials because of
george carpenters articles in the deseret news president robinson
noted one little crippled sister of salt lake city sent me a pair of
shoes and hose because she read of my much walking the shoes
were a perfect fit and good eight days after the quake president
robinson received 1500 from church headquarters he tapped

500 of it and he sent or took checks for 10 and 25 to several of
the saints in need during the next several weeks he disbursed
another 250 from the fund along with 250 from other donations
on 28 june two months after the disaster he reported that some san
francisco saints were still living in tents the paris of the west
had become a tent city 58

SETBACKS FOR MISSION AND BRANCH

for reasons not spelled out president robinson decided to move
the california mission headquarters out of san francisco to los
angeles probably like many others who experienced the 18 april
disaster he worried that the city would have similar quakes in the
future he moved his family to los angeles on 28 april the second
saturday after the earthquake and initiated the construction of a new
mission home there he left san francisco glad to know we had
warned the city and discharged our obligations as ambassadors of
truth regarding missionary labors in san francisco he concluded
that our most promising and largest field is now wiped out and
asked general authorities to send no new missionaries to his mission
the weekend after moving to los angeles he returned to san francisco

and was engaged there for some time helping the saints readjust
themselves etc and in disbursing the funds in my hands to those in
need then he assumed residency in los angeles 59

like the mission the san francisco branch suffered longtermlong term
damages the quake destroyed its rented meetinghouse which probably
was the red mans hall at 220 golden gate avenue many members
faced severe personal property losses branch presidentjustuspresident justus swanson
the oscar jenson family including teenage diarist harold and a
family named hughes lost their homes ardella cummings lost

2000 worth of belongings we did not think the fire would come

511joseph E robinson to samuel E woolley 26june26 june 1906 california mission letterbookLetter book robinson life
sketch joseph E robinson journal 23 april 1906 and entriesentries to early may joseph E robinson to the first
presidency of the LDSIDS church 28 june 1906 california mission letterbookLetterbook joseph E robinson to german
E ellsworthEllswonh 31 may 1906 california mission letterbookLetterbook

59joseph E robinson journal late april and early may 1906 robinson life sketch joseph E robinson
to george reynolds 9 may 1906
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up to us she lamented all we could do was take some clothing
and walk out of our house and let it burn down artist will
clawson lost his house and studio including twenty portraits valued
at 50000 brother hooper with a family of nine depending on him
for support lost his tools valued at 200 several LDS women in the
city had been dressmakers but in president robinsons opinion
they would be out of work for a long period until the city could be
rebuilt quite a number of san francisco branch members moved
to utah and others took refuge in oakland the broberg familysfamilys
row house was not burned but ernst sent his family to utah for six
months and then they reunited to live in oakland away from san
francisco s earthquake danger thethejensonjenson family spent two years in
oakland before returning to san francisco the oakland branchsbrancesBranchs
population doubled and it became an independent branch headed
by oaklander norman B phillips 60

A small colony of saints stayed in the decimated city on the
second and third sundays following the earthquake they gathered
for unofficial sunday school services outdoors attended by twenty
two at the first meeting and thirty five at the second however after
that sunday meetings were discontinued that summer with the
public transportation system ruined travel to meetings became too
difficult also many of the men could not attend meetings because
they were employed on sundays owing to the rush of rebuilding the
city the branch held no official meetings after the quake until
12 august when sunday school resumed in august its attendance
was down by two thirds from pre earthquake figures it was reduced
from independent branch status to being a branch dependent upon
the oakland branch by 1907 the branch was listed in the san
francisco street directory as meeting at 1443 baker street 61

interpreting THE CALAMITY LDS VIEWS

the earthquake and fires destroyed nearly 500 city blocks of san
francisco or five square miles including the business district the
28000 buildings destroyed included 30 schools and 80 churches

6sanasansan francisco branch sunday school minutes 18 april 1906 MS church archives robinson life
sketch deseret evening news 282 8 april 1906 ppap 1 2 olpin dictionary of utah art p 3399 joseph E

robinson to tojosephjoseph F smith 21 april 1906 todd and wallace broberg interviews joseph E robinson to
the first presidency 29june29 junejunt 1906 california mission letterbookLetterbook rudolf martinjensonmartin jenson telephone interview
with author 3 september 1982 notes inin authors files edna phillips darton history of the california
mission which includes a history ofotherher father norman B phillips typescript inin authors files

61joseph E robinson to the first presidency 9 may 1906 in robinson papers san francisco branch
sunday school minutes retrospective entry for 18 april 1906
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estimates of property dollar losses approach 500000000300000000 thousands
lost homes and more than 450 people died 62

nationwide and particularly in religious circles the question of
gods relationship to the disaster was debated many protestant
leaders disclaimed any connection between sin and cosmic events
causing president joseph F smith to observe that there seemed to be
I1 I1 a general feeling among the protestant religious bodies that god
has little to do with nature or her laws this he said was a
mistaken view because many people were saved in a providential
way it seemed to him that

the quake was for the purpose of calling attention by the finger of his
power to the wickedness and sins of men not alone to the sinssins of the
people of the stricken city for there are many elsewhere who are just as
evil minded but to the transgressions of all mankind that all may take
warning and repent 63

he suggested that because of worldwide numbness to religion
and insensibility to god god uses calamities to bring a sense of
himself and his purposes home to the minds of men saints know
he added that god rules in the fire the earthquake the tidal wave
the volcanic eruption and the storm and that he speaks to people
by the voice of earthquakes president smith stressed that natural
disasters are schoolmasters to teach the people to prepare themselves
by righteous living for the coming of the savior 64 As if proving the
point president robinson noted two months after the cataclysm the
saints are more attentive to their duties since the dread calamity 65

james E talmage respected then as both a geologist and com-
mentatormentator on LDS doctrines expressed disbelief that the greatest
sufferers in this disaster are necessarily those who were most wicked 66

to this president smith agreed adding that the righteous often suffer
for the unrighteous as the innocent christ suffered for others sins 67

however beyond warning and schooling people president smith
said earthquakes triggered and released mans inherent goodness

we believe that these severe natural calamities are visited upon men by
the lord for the good of his children to quicken their devotion to
others and to bring out their better natures that they may love and
serve him 6861

gil613bronson613ronsonronson the earth shook p 150
13joseph13joseph F smith the lesson inm natural calamities improvement era 9 june 1906 651 52
64 ibid 652 54
65joseph65joseph E robinson to the first presidency 29 june 1906
james66james E talmage in deeper tone improvement era 9 june 1906 633

61 smith61smith lessons inin natural calamities p 652
6 ibid p 654
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relief society leaders expressed the same belief saying that the
tragedy gave people an opportunity to prove their benevolence
their pity their generosity and their genuine love for humanity 699

president robinson likewise was impressed by the ready and mag-
nanimousnanimous response that was made to the call of help not a long way
off but close at hand in the ruined city itself where the divine in
men ran true to the call of suffering and distressed humanity
even among the depraved and degraded 70 elder talmage felt this
charitable instinct was proof of divinity in mankind the voice of
disaster was natures call and with its first note the brotherhood of
nations burst forth as the impulse of love he invited the infidels to
study this masterly picture of family love and then he challenged
them canstcanet thou yet deny the hereditary attributes of fatherhood
divinedivine7171

president robinson saw another aspect of divinity at work during
the disaster a notable calmness that enveloped the faithful saints
despite the crisis there was no hysteria abandonment to grief
despair or complaint manifest all seemed to possess that peace of
mind that surpassethsurpasseth understanding which comes only to those
whose hopes were secure in the promises of the father 72

Emmeline19emmeline19 Emm elme B wells earthquake and fire comanswomans exponent 34 may 1906 68
711joseph E robinson to heberheberdheberjJ grant 29 june 1906

71tairnagetalmage in deeper tone ppap 631 632
72joseph E robinson to heberheberdheberjJ grant 29 june 1906 joseph E robinson journal 27 april 1906
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the taciturn phylactery

death
the taciturntaciturn phylactery
lies calmly in a sparrow s shape
along the road

A quickening breeze tugs gently
at small tufts of feathers
gray and brown
and eases through the sunlit trees
above the grass and purple flowers

the air so ripe with peace
and cleansed by careful glory
Is trembling with holiness
so recently thine eyes were resting on this place

randall L hall

randall L hall is a curriculum writer for the LDS church educational system church office building salt
lakeuke city utah
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the window effect

pauline mortensen

my arm is being fed from a bottle I1 am awake and very much
aware of how much my life is not my own it is part of the room part
of the bed part of the bottle part of the nurses when they come in
and check that part of me that is theirs I1 cannot move so they move
me every few hours they come in four of them and turn my
body that part that is theirs there is a plastic tube which drains the
excess blood out of my back drawn through the tube by the sucking
action of the expanding canister that sometimes gets tangled
underneath when they turn me gets tangled and sometimes lies next
to my face and I1 can see that part of me which is no longer a part
and there is a wire holding me together in my back holding me
together keeping me separate from the room but it doesnt work I1
am part of the room

there is an old man in the next room there are many old people
on this floor the orthopedic floor he is in a boxlikebox like sling so I1 am
told because he has a broken hip but there is much the old man
does not understand he struggles against the straps which restrain
his body struggles and shouts obscenities in german and in english
he calls gut me out off hair somebody he speaks for both
of us

facing the window I1 see that it doesnt open windows should
open A person may have to crawl out of one in an emergency
someday to save himself I1 ve been thinking of crawling out of a
window lately that part of me that is still mine that isnt attached to
wire and tubes and bottles and canisters I1 call it the window effect

I1 first became aware of the window effect when I1 was teaching a
sunday school class of five year oldsoids the manual said they were
five year olds I1 didnt doubt the manual I1 found out later they
were six and seven I1 think there might have been a lack of relevance
eldon was seven one day while I1 was talking our heavenly father
made our bodies eldon climbed out the window in the back of the
room slipped over the sill to the ground before I1 could get to the part

pauline mortensenMo nensen is a creative writer living in salt lake city utah
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about our two strong legs take us to church I1 suppose he needed
the fresh air I1 certainly did looking back on it now I1 can see the ad-
vantage of building churches all on one level close to the ground
with windows that open not like hospitals that leave you windowless
and groundless on the twelfth floor

the nurse comes in to take my temperature her wrist snaps as
she shakes the mercury down how are we doing today it is a
cliche I1 know but they really do say it it is their way of letting you
know that your body is not really yours but theirs to measure to rub
to pump up to turn over to wash to patch and to puncture the
last time the technician took my blood he said it was a nice color he
added the tube that was a part of me to a collection of tubes he had
on his tray and went on down the hall

the man next door you gut no rights ta keep me you
lemme go

the nurse puts the thermometer in my mouth wraps my arm
and pumps it up to take my blood pressure they have to monitor
the vital functions I1 am alive she brings the bedpan

last week the old lady across the hall attacked the wire haired
nurse she went for the nurses throat the nurse was trying to put
the oxygen tubes back in the old lady s nose personally I1 think if she
had the energy to attack a nurse she probably didnt need the oxygen
tubes in her nose in the first place then later when I1 called for a
nurse that same nurse with the black wiry hair came in and shut the
door didnt ask what I1 wanted just came over and sat down 1I
wanted my toothbrush she gave me the story ofotherher life said she
didnt know if it was worth it I1 assumed she meant nursing so I1
asked her why she became one in the first place she said it wasnt
like she thought it was going to be I1 didnt have any answers stay-
ing in the hospital wasnt what I1 thought it was going to be either
she brought me my toothbrush I1 counted three cases of the window
effect that day me the nurse and the old lady across the hall I1
have a brother who had an especially bad case

when steve was two he d sit on my lap and name off the makes
of cars in my matchbox car collection id give him hugs for every one
he got right and hed careen through the list again it seemed as if
he was building up an early immunity but at sixteen he came down
with it like the rest of us he slept in the basement and instead of
using the door like a civilized person he started climbing out of the
basement windows he mashed down the flowers all around the
house it wasnt as if anyone was going to stop him from going where
he wanted to go so I1 guess he just wanted to avoid any questions
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steve owned a yamaha and you know what they say about
them the part about someday youll own one I1 guess if he can do it
anyone can climb out a window and ride away from it all on a
motorcycle of course some people have tried to explain steves
behavior as a means of escaping his father but some will always say
that personally I1 think steve rather enjoyed those father and son
outings to the traffic court at one point they wanted to send steve
away to an institution of some kind I1 didnt think clinical caring was
the answer then and I1 havent changed my opinion

the nurse takes the bedpan talcum powder on the rim helps
sometimes when the doctor listens with his stethoscope the

metal disk is cold on my chest and sometimes he forgets to put the
ear pieces into his ears but he says im fine just the same thats the
way they do things here

in the recovery room they shook my arm to wake me I1 didnt
know how long they had been shaking it it seems as if there is more
shaking in there than recovering the boy next to me was recovering
from his wart removal surgery they shook his arm for a long time
before he came to then he tried to climb off the bed I1 was hoping
hed make it but three of them held him down

anesthesia is a trick anyway they tell you that you wont feel a
thing but when they shake you back to an awareness of life there is

pain that wasnt there before is there for no apparent reason and
wont go away by closing your eyes its kind of medical jet lag you
come back out of time out of sync with what you remembered last
it is no way to treat a patient even if he does survive

steve owned a yamaha but my window is puttied in the doc-
tor comes through the door its saturday and he is wearing a yellow
sweater and brown pants

how are we doing today
part of us looks like we are going to play golf while the rest of us

stays here
paintain isayI1 say those pills make me sick you got something else

ill change you over from percodanpercodaniPercodan to tylenolxylenol 53 that should
take care of it anything else

no I1 say what can 1I say hes done his part performed the
operation

the doctor operates on tuesday before surgery he listens to rock
music on his portable radio to get his adrenaline up or so the rumor
goes so on tuesday his bedside manner is different I1 have five
pillows on my bed and last time he asked me if they were proliferat-
ing today he says anything else
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no I1 say what could he give me on his three minute visit
he has done his part and deserves his diversion but im not
altogether sure which is the bigger diversion the golf or the surgery

the doctor finishes writing on my chart he says see you mon-
day and goes out into the hall my free arm pushes the button that
shuts the door behind the doctor pushes the button that raises my
head stop I1 close my eyes

when I1 was six my sister made me ride the horse against my will
she wanted me to be brave the horse bucked me off and I1 was
knocked into semiconsciousness she carried me into the house as
she was screaming melodramatically speak to me speak to me I1
remember but she doesnt its fun to bring up at family reunions to
tease her with my legs hurt for weeks like they do now like
they ve done for years perhaps a faulty memory is not altogether a
bad thing it s a liberation of a sort not escape necessarily I1 dont
blame her for anything why should she blame herself in family I1
think it can be a healthy thing forgetting

the pain pills help forgetting As a great joke I1 brought a book
by faulkner to read called As I1I1 lay dying with me slipping in and
out of forgetting the book makes even less sense here than it did at
home but I1 want to forget to go back to the trickery of anesthesia
always there is something that reminds me ofwhere I1 am the bed is
hard the bottle is dripping into my arm I1 must circle today what
they will feed me tomorrow sounds like a life of leisure I1 know I1

cant help that in the afternoon when I1 press the up button all the
way until it stops I1 can see the park across the street the children on
the jungle gym children urging higher on the swings and

faster on the merry go round there are trees in the park that
shade people eating lunches underneath I1 have air conditioning

my husband comes to visit me every night after work he says
this is harder on him than it isis on me he cant sleep nights I1 let him
bring me things it helps him makes him feel useful he sits in the
chair by the side of my bed and falls asleep watching television he
sleeps fine here then he goes home

its the same thing when im home but im not complaining
people keep telling me that children make a difference I1 dont
doubt it but so far I1 havent noticed that its solved anything

I1 ve been making a list of things I1 would like to do when I1 recover
from surgery in a year or two having a baby is not on that list there
are things ive not been able to list for awhile tennis raquetballraquetball
fishing cycling dishes pies beds carpets im not making a joke
maybe being able to do something for a change will make a difference
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its eight oclock the nurse brings in my breakfast and takes
away the lid from my plate

in rathdrumRathdrum idaho near where my mother lives there is a cult
of devil worshipers who make their living waylayingwaylaying cars on the prairie
roads they smash in the windows of the cars that stop at desolate
intersections knock the windows and the people out with gunny
sacks weighted with rocks sometimes they link arms and make a
human chain across the road to make the cars stop

its not a weighted gunny sack I1 want exactly no one needs that
much attention but the human chain is not such a bad idea of
course there s always a chance that the cars will not stop A friend of
my mothers says she was driving home alone one night across the
rathdrumrathdrurnRathdrum prairie she just barely made out the human chain while
there was still time to build up her speed it didnt make the papers
because the devil worshipers take care of their own and the lady
wouldnt have reported it but someone found an arm lying in the
field next to the road I1 dont know that it was worth losing an arm
over but something must be

of course there are other types of human chains like the ones in
movies where they stretch themselves across a flooded river wrist to
wrist fingers digging in flesh in order to get everyone across safely
to escape the rushing flood

I1 butter my toast and put on the jam that comes in the indented
plastic form

my roommates at college accused me of using my back as an ex-
cuse to get out of doing my share of the cleaning it does sound
suspicious I1 cant help that I1 dont need to justify myself anymore
the doctor has my x rays for anyone who cares to look but I1 dont
think anyone will bother I1 sure wouldnt even knowing what I1

know that a human chain might stop the speeding enigma that is

at least it has been known to stop it in movies and on deserted
highways that may be so but it certainly doesnt sound like a very
safe thing to do perhaps something more subtle would work

I1 eat my whole wheat toast and prunes and watch out the window
at the swaying treetops in the empty park the branches writhing like
medusan snakes above where the children usually play the great
stone face of the hospital faces the park and I1 am a part of the
hospital
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A scarcity

those days waited in lines
with a female relative you pretended
not to know to get the extra
sack of scarce sugar war
lingering the small town dying
& not yet knowing it the place
odored with fruit & coffee the plain
wood floor & the glee of meeting
afterwards the four pounds put
together at a time & did not know
that what was rationed was those days

john ditsky

john ditsky teaches english at the university of windsor ontario canada
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chartering the kirtland bank

dale W adams

introduction
few events have rocked the LDS church more severely than the

failure of the kirtland bank in 1837 in less than a year the acrimony
caused by this affair split church leadership and fragmented the
mormon community in kirtland explanations for the banks collapse
range from condemning to absolving those involved critics often
charge speculation and fraud while apologists stress prudence and
events beyond the control of honorable men in a recent study hill
rooker and wimmer shed considerable light on events surrounding
the failure of the bank 1 they correctly conclude that the lack of a
state bank charter was the key factor leading to the quick demise of
the bank and to much of the bitterness that followed 2 in this article
I1 explore the bank founders attempt to obtain a charter and the
reasons they were rebuffed in their efforts

background

other writers have covered extensively many of the events
surrounding the kirtland bank 3 A brief synopsis of the banks
history is useful nevertheless to provide a basis for the discussion
which follows

the period 1830 36 was a heady time for mormonscormonsMormons scriptures
were written revelations were received missionaries were very active

dale W adams professor of agricultural economicseconomics the ohio state university the author has benefited
from comments and assistanceassistance from effie adams richard anderson leonard arrington richard jensen
reed taylor larry wimmer and john wittorf
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a rapid expansion in church membership occurred newspapers were
issued farms were purchased and various commercial businesses
started the completion of the kirtland temple in march 1836 was
a high point in the expansion of church activities As might be
expected this growth involved costs expenses associated with temple
construction land purchases business acquisitions missionary
efforts and help to poor converts who migrated to kirtland placed
a heavy strain on the intertwined financial affairs of the church
and joseph smith jr although estimates of the outstanding debt
jointly owed in late 1836 by byjosephjoseph smith and the church vary most
observers agree the debts were substantial 4 the value of jointly
owned assets such as land buildings and business inventories almost
certainly exceeded the total value of debts at the time the loans were
made but the debts were very short term As was common at the
time almost all of the loans were due in less than 180 days and many
in less than half that time 5 since a very large proportion of the
jointly owned assets were not liquid because they were in land and
buildings these short term debts were extremely difficult to manage
during 1836 and early 1837 the church and joseph smith faced
continual cash flow shortages in late december and early january
alone they had notes coming due that amounted to more than
7000 the desire to start a bank was almost certainly heightened by

these pressures
it is not clear when the idea of forming a bank first emerged it

might have surfaced in earlyjanuaryearly january 1836 when oliver cowdery attended
a democratic party convention in the state capital columbus 6 while
there he met several times with the auditor of state john A bryan the
postmaster position in kirtland might have been the main topic of these
discussions but because bryans office had close contact with the
banking community in ohio it is possible that the bank charter issue
was also raised since bryan was a member of the antibankanti bank branch of
the democratic party it is unlikely that oliver cowdery received
encouragement from him on the possibilities of getting a bank charter

the first recorded activity concerning starting a bank is in early
august 1836 when oliver cowdery visited a firm in new york city to

brodie claimed joint debts of over 150000 no man knows my history p 202 while hill rooker
and wimmer conclude that 46000 may be too high an estimate kirtland economy revisited p 416
with the information that isis available it isis impossible to clarify when certain debts were partially or com-
pletely repaid even if the outstanding balance on joint debts inin late 1836 were only 15000 to 20000 the
financial pressure would still have been intenseintense then the price of a bushel of wheat or the wage for a full day
of work by an adult male was only about 1001.00loo1 00

hill5hillahill rooker and wimmer kirtland economy revisited ppap 420 23
leonadleonard J arrington oliver cowdery s kirtland ohio sketch book BYU studiesstadiesstadiem 12 summer

1972 414 16
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discuss acquisition of bank notes 7 during this visit he may have
arranged a line of credit through a new york branch with a firm in
philadelphia that later printed the kirtland bank script underwood
bald spencer and huffy A safe purchased by joseph smith in
mid october 1836 also was probably intended for bank use 8 the
banks stock ledger book shows that the first installment payments
for some of the bank stock may have been made 18 october 1836 9

on 2 november 1836 a meeting was held in which a constitution was
drawn up for the establishment of the kirtland safety society bank 10

at that meeting sidney rigdon was elected president and joseph
smith jr cashier sometime after this meeting oliver cowdery was
dispatched to philadelphia to obtain plates for printing script for the
new bank and orson hyde left for the state capital to petition the
thirty fifth general assembly for a bank charter

both oliver cowdery and orson hyde were reported to have
arrived back in kirtland on sunday 1 january 1837 11 oliver had
plates for new script and a batch of freshly printed bills but orson
hyde came back empty handedbanded the organizers of the bank held a
meeting the next day at which the previous bank constitution was
annulled and then slightly altered to form corporation articles of
agreement for a joint stock association called the kirtland safety
society anti banking company 12 the new association began to
issue and distribute bills almost immediately since some of the bills
were dated as early as 4 january a wednesday it is likely the bank
officially opened on 9 january 1837 hill rooker and wimmer
estimate that new bills with a face value of something less than

16000 were issued in injanuaryjanuary mostly in 1 2 and 3 denomina-
tions 13 almost immediately questions were raised about the legality
of the bank and its notes 14 conforming to greshamsgroshamsGreshams law the
suspect script of the kirtland bank quickly replaced stronger script

7messengerandadvocatemessenger and advocate 2 september 1836 375
hillchill rooker and wimmer kirtland economy revisited p 462 the safe measured only 25 by 24

by 29 inches the dimensions of the safe cast a seriousserious shadow on the validity of storiesstones of variousvarious apostates
cited by brodie no man knows my histohistoryy ppap 196 97 they claimed that the shelves of the bank vault
were lined with many boxes each marked 1000 these many boxes were supposedly filled with sand lead
old ironiron and stone with only a thin layer of coinscoins on top As will be pointed out later the founders of the
bank probably had enough genuine specie when the bank was opened to fill the several small boxes that
might have occupied this very modest safe

D paul sampson and larry T wimmer the kirtland safety society the stock ledger book and the
bank failure BYU studies 12 summer 1972 427

10Messenger andandadvocateadvocate extra december 1836
brodie no man knows my history p 196 1I could not confirm this from any other source it isis possi-

ble that orson hyde returned to northern ohio before the first ofofjanuaryjanuary sincesince the general assembly trans-
acted little business between christmas and new years he may have spent timetimerime with his in laws inin hyrum
ohio before returning to kirtland

12 12messengermessenger anyandandadvocateadvocate 3 january 1837 441 43
13hillhill rooker and wimmer kirtland economy revisited p 445
abortorafor example cleveland weekly gazette 1 february 1837
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and coins in the kirtland area only two weeks after the bank s

opening the bank officials were forced to refuse to exchange its script
for coin and instead offered land held by the mormon community
very quickly the kirtland bank bills began to exchange at very sizable
discounts from their face value by 1 february they were being
exchanged at only 12 vi12 cents on the dollar 15

A month after the bank opened a writ was sworn out against
joseph smith jr and sidney rigdon by samuel D rounds a front
man for grandison newell 16 the writ accused the two mormon
leaders of illegal banking and issuing unauthorized bank paper A
hearing on 24 march 1837 postponed the trial on this case until the
fall session of the court at the jury trial in october 1837 joseph
smith and sidney rigdon were found guilty and fined 1000 each
plus some court costs a fine they appealed 17 A flurry of law suits
charges counterchargescountercharges arrests and threats of arrests swirled around
the founders of the bank from march through december the storm
abaitedawaited only when many of the founders of the bank and principal
church leaders fled kirtland in 1837 and 1838

THE FIRST ATTEMPT TO CHARTER

in the early 1800s a number of firms in ohio issued money like
script the first bank charter in ohio was granted to the bank of
marietta in february 1808 and it was not until 27 january 1816 that
the state legislature passed a law prohibiting the issue and circulation
of unauthorized money 18 but for a number of years unauthorized
money was not clearly defined even in the late 1830s some commercial
firms with state charters of incorporation interpreted their charters
as allowing them to carry out bankliketanklikebanklike functions 19 the granville
alexandrian society bank for example operated as a bank off and on
from 1814 to 1841 under an act incorporating a library society 20 in
several of these years this bank paid state taxes levied on all banks

513brodlebrodierodiebrodicrodic no man knows my history p 198
ibid grandison newell claimed to have spent 1000 in court actionsactions against the mormonscormons during

1837 and inm addition gave samuel rounds 100 for his trouble see unpublished manuscript by mrs mary
newell thomas newell and his descendants dated 1878 on file inin the lake county historical library
mentor ohio

see court of common pleas recordbookrecord boogbook U geaugageaugh county ohio ppap 353 ff
charles clifford huntington A history of banking and currency in ohio before the civil war

columbus ohio ohio archaeological and historical publications 1915
onegone reference that discusses illegal script inin ohio isis rowland H renckrerick state centennial history of

ohio madison wis northwestern historical association 1902 p 273 he cites a state auditors report
dated 1843 that said ninenine concerns inin ohio were engaged inin illegal money circulation

henry busnell the history ofqfgranvillegranville licklickingng county ohio columbus ohio hann and adair
1889 ppap 285 86 see also report odtheof the auditor lofstateofstateof stafestate of ohio to the thirrythirty sixth generalassemblygeneral assembly
doc no 30 1838 ppap 56 57
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in ohio another example of a quasi bank was the ohio railroad
company which was incorporated by the state legislature in 1836 21

located near cleveland this company interpreted its charter as allowing
it to issue and circulate script it started to do so at about the same
time as the kirtland bank over a period of just a few months it
issued almost 100000 face value in script

it appears that commercial firms were encouraged to conduct
bankliketanklikebanklike business even without state bank charters by whigs and
people in the soft money wing of the democratic party uniform
opposition to these quasi banks did not appear until after most bank-
ing establishments in ohio encountered serious financial problems as
a result of the economic turmoil that began in 1873 22

in the mid 1830s183185 Os the procedure in ohio for getting a bank
charter a corporate charter a church charter and even a divorce was
through passage of a bill by the ohio general assembly many of the
bank bills originated in the house but senators occasionally directly
introduced bank proposals through bills or amendments in most cases
the bank bills were sponsored by legislators representing the county in
which the new bank was to be located almost all of twenty two
house proposals for new bank charters submitted to the thirty
fifth general assembly in 1836 37 for example were introduced by
legislators living in or near the towns where the banks were to be
established 23 this also apearsacears to have been the custom in the senate

other things being equal oliver cowdery because of his in-
volvementvolvement in democratic party politics and the contacts that he had
likely made earlier in columbus was a more logical choice than orson
hyde to carry out the political mission of procuring a bank charter it
may have been imperative however that oliver be sent for the script
and plates because of credit arrangements he had made earlier with
the printer in philadelphia the political setting was probably critical
in hydes selection and in his ultimate failure in the elections of
1836 the township of kirtland where many of the mormonscormons lived
and voted was an island of democrats in a sea of whigs in the
presidential elections of november 1836 kirtland township gave
396 votes to the democratic candidate van buren and only 116
votes to the whig candidate harrison 24 kirtland was the only

stecialspecial report of the auditor of state of ohio railroad companies pub doc no 44 5 january
1843 p 17 40

221bidibid
23 23generalgeneral assembly of ohio journal of the house of ofrepresentativesrepresentatives of the state of ohio thirty fifth

general assembly andjournaland journaljournaloflourJournalofof the senate of the state of ohio thirty fifth general assembly 1836 37
printed inm 1837 ppap 360 66

24painesvdlepainesvillegainesvillePaines vilceville ohio republican 24 november 1836
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township in geaugageaugh county to give the democrat van buren a
majority vote overall the county voted 3274 to 1487 for harrison
all three legislators representing geaugageaugh county in the thirty fifth
general assembly in 1836 37 were whigs representatives seabury
ford later governor of ohio and timothy rockwell and senator
ralph granger

orson hyde was likely chosen to carry the application for a bank
charter to columbus because he was a whig 25 it is also possible that
he knew one or more of the three legislators as he had traveled widely
in the county as part of his ministerial work prior to becoming a
mormon he probably met representative ford while attending
burton academy in fords hometownhome town ofofburtonburton in 1828 29 knowing
any or all of these legislators would have been important to the
mormonscormonsMormons suit the support of these three critical legislators for the
petition was likely viewed as a key step in getting a charter

in his diary wilford woodruff reports that orson hyde was still
in kirtland on 27 november 1836 26 he probably left for columbus
shortly before the thirty fifth general assembly opened on 5 december
1836 he may have gone in style since he was on bank business by
riding the stage to columbus which took a day and a half from the
kirtland cleveland area there was little need for him to arrive early
since columbus in 1836 was not much larger than kirtland legislators
probably arrived only a day or so before the assembly opened and
only one mormon cyprian rudd is known to have been living in
columbus at the time

one of hyde s first orders of business must have been to contact
ford rockwell granger and any other legislators whom he knew to
see if he could find a sponsor for a bill to charter the bank he must
have met with cold shoulders from representatives ford and rockwell
since neither of them submitted a bill for the kirtland bank it is also
obvious that senator ralph granger did not react sympathetically
since he later voted against a kirtland bank proposal since orson
hyde could find no sponsor he must have been virtually certain of
rejection of the first application for a bank charter when he returned
to kirtland in late december

joseph smiths explanation for the lack of a charter because
we were mormonscormonsMormons the legislature refused to grant us those
banking privileges they so freely granted to othersothers2727 may have

25 25marvinmarvin S hill an historical study of the life of orson hyde early mormon missionary and apostle
from 1805 1852 MAM A thesis brigham young university august 1955 p 106

dean C jessee the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff BYU studies 12 summer 1972 372
21joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof lesusjesus caristchrist of latter day saints ed B H roberts

2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1974 p 468
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been only partly self serving it is likely that orson hyde got a very
frosty reception from ford rockwell and granger they may even
have told him that under no circumstances would they support a
charter for the mormon bank in kirtland two reasons could have
been behind the reaction first three whig representatives could not
have been enthusiastic about promoting a bank for democrats in
kirtland even more importantly all three of these geaugageaugh legis-
lators had close contacts with the rabid mormon hater grandison
newell who almost singlehandedlysingle handedly drove the mormonscormons out of kirt-
land both rockwell and granger were involved with newell in
building a railroad from fairport to wellsville ohio 28 rockwell later
was also a trustee of the western reserve teaching seminary which
used the kirtland temple after newell wrested ownership of the
building from the church newell was also an active member of the
geaugageaugh agriculture society along with granger and ford 29 if
newells attitudes toward the mormonscormons were communicable it is dif-
ficult visualizing a warm reception from any of these three individuals
for a mormon proposal

another reason orson hyde had little chance to obtain a bank
charter lay in national party politics 30 for a number of years the
mainstream of the democratic party underjacksonsunder jacksons leadership was
strongly antibankanti bank at the national level the efforts to eliminate the
bank of the united states as a national bank captured most of the
headlines the refusal of andrew jackson in 1833 to renew the
bank s charter when it expired in 1836 was the focal point of these
efforts strong antibankanti bank feelings were also held by many democrats
at the state level this was expressed in refusals to grant new bank
charters as well as in various forms of legislation aimed at controlling
and restricting the operation of banks already in existence this anti-
bank position of the democrats was due to party politics the whigs
tended to represesnt the wellweliweil established business interests including
banks while the democrats were strongly supported by the frontier
settlers and new business interests

the antibankanti bank policy of the democratic party became pluralistic
at state levels in the thirty third general assembly of ohio which
met in 1833 34 democrats controlled both the senate and the
house with majorities of four in the senate and twenty two in the

elizabeth G hitchcock grandison newell A born trader historical society quarterly lake
county ohio 10 may 1968 3 lake county historical society here Is lake county ohio cleveland
howard allenalienailen publishers 1964 ppap 78 79

history ofgeaugaofgeaugageaugh andantlakeandlakelake counties philadelphia williams brothers 1878 ppap 39 4411

30forfor an excellent discussion of these political issuesissues see bray hammond banks andpoliticsundand politics inin america
from the revolutiondevolution to the civil war princeton NJ princeton university press 1957
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house in that session thirty petitions for new banks were reviewed
by the assembly ten new bank charters were authorized and two
previously operating banks were revived the ohio democrats pro
bank actions in the thirty third assembly were at least partly to offset
the pending demise of the bank of the united states which provided
substantial financial services in ohio it also appears that ohio
democrats may have been less well steeped in the antibankanti bank litany in
1833 34 than they were in subsequent years

in the thirty fourth general assembly which met in 1835 36
the democrats again held similar majorities in both the house and
the senate and a democratic governor robert lucas was in office
A large number of bills for new bank charters were submitted to the
assembly but only one very special case was approved 31 much of the
assembly s efforts in this session revolved around a border dispute
between ohio and michigan the assembly also passed legislation
aimed at restricting the circulation of bank notes of less than 5 in
denomination the actions of the ohio democrats in the thirty
fourth assembly appear to have been largely in tune with the national
democratic party policy

however as democrats are wont to do they were divided in
the ohio party in 1836 mainly over banking issues hard money
democrats those supporting thejacksonianjacksonianthe view of banks held party
power in many areas of the state soft money democrats however
strongly supported by the kirtland mormonscormonsMormons controlled party power
in geaugageaugh county this heated division in the democratic party
contributed to ohioschios vote going to the whig harrison in the presi-
dential election of 1836 A whig governor joseph vance was
elected and the democratic majorities in both the ohio house and
senate were cut

the increased power of the pro bank whig party in ohio in the
elections of 1836 the pro bank attitude taken by the soft money
wing of the democratic party in ohio and the growing strength of
this wing of the party in the area of the state surrounding kirtland
may have raised false hopes among kirtland bank promoters that the
thirty fifth general assembly would be lenient in granting bank
charters

intense conflict between whigs and democrats in the early days
of the thirty fifth assembly was a further reason why orson hyde

this was the bank of manhattan near toledo organized under an ohio charter by the thirty fourth
assembly on 25 march 1836 the manhattan bank was originally incorporated under the laws of the territory
of michigan when michigan claimed jurisdiction over the toledo area that jurisdiction was withdrawn
before the bank opened brodie mistakenly citescites this bank as receiving itsits charter from the thirty fifth
assembly in 1836 37 no man knows my history p 196
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failed in his bank charter mission for almost six weeks after the
opening of the thirty fifth assembly the minority whigs blocked
the election in the assembly of a US senator to represent ohio the
whigs essentially went on strike until 18 january 1837 when they
finally relented and a democrat william alienallenailen was elected to fill
the senate position after this the assembly began to handle routine
matters like processing new bank charter applications the report of
the senate banking committee came to the senate floor five weeks
after the kirtland antibankanti bank began to issue money

PRUDENCE OR PANIC

the very short period of time between orson hyde and oliver
cowdery s return to kirtland and the opening of the bank says much
about the financial pressures faced by the founders As hill rooker
and wimmer suggest the founders may have been prudent in attempt-
ing to form a bank to service the financial needs of their thriving
community but the pellmellpell mell actions associated with opening of the
bank after hydes cold reception in columbus shows more panic than
prudence orson hyde returns on a sunday the antibankanti bank is formed
on monday bills for circulation are signed on wednesday and the

bank opens for business on the following monday these show
how pressing the short term debts must have been unless orson
hyde returned to kirtland before 1 january 1838 it is unlikely that
the founders of the bank had time to seek significant legal counsel
from friendly and informed lawyers like benjamin bissell in paines
ville before they formed the new antibankanti bank company on 2 january

A further indication of rush is indicated by the bills issued
despite the change in the organizations name to an antibankanti bank only
a few of the bills issued were overstampedoverstamped with the new name it is
also interesting that frederick G williams signed part of the notes as
secretary pro temterntermtemm in place of sidney rigdon who was president under
the original bank proposal and secretary of the anti banking company
did frederick G williams try to help sidney rigdon and joseph
smith get the bills out quickly the fact that sidney rigdon and the
prophet sometimes switched their signatures to the cashier and president
space on the bills also hints that bills were signed in a rush

in the 1830s few people in the united states understood how a
bank worked firsthand reports coming out of the mormon community
in 1836 37 suggest that participants in the bank affair shared this
ignorance this is well illustrated by a story about brigham youngs
reactions to the bank brigham was reported to have deposited marked
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script in the bank and was shocked several days later to receive one of
his marked notes as part of a commercial transaction 32 he apparently
thought that banks simply stored deposits and that because his
notes were circulating something dishonest was going on in the
bank if a careful businessman like brigham held these views others
in the community must have been even less well informed

it also appears that the founders of the bank felt their new script
had intrinsic value 33 in reality the script was more like a personal
check than money that is its value depended on the ability of the
recipient of the script to convert it into coins which could in turn be
converted into real goods or to directly convert the scripts into real
goods the founders of the bank did not realize that because oliver
cowdery arrived with pieces of paper with dollar signs and numbers
on them which summed to 150000 this did not add one penny to
kirtlandsKirtlands wealth money is valuable only if people trust its value
the absence of trust in the kirtland bank script caused by the lack of
a charter quickly became apparent

if as suggested by hill rooker and wimmer the kirtland
bank issued bills with only 16000 face value in script duringjanuaryduringjanuary
1837 it probably had sufficient liquid resources at its disposal under
normal circumstances to operate on 2 january 1837 joseph smith
signed a forty five day note with the bank of geaugageaugh for about
500033000000ooo 34 this plus the payment for bank stock made from october
through january 1837 possibly provided the founders of the bank
with 9000 in goods specie or strong currency warren parrish
claimed that 6000 in specie was collected 35 the amount of so
called liquid assets available to the bank is hard to document part or
all of the money obtained from the geaugageaugh bank loan may have been
quickly used to pay other pressing debts also it is not clear how
much of the installment payment for bank shares was made in coin or
strong currency and how much was in kind at least some of the
payment may have been make in kind in an appendix to their
study hill rooker and wimmer report that twentyfivetwenty five of the nearly
200 investors in the bank each paid an odd amount of 5255.25525 36 this
suggests that these twentyfivetwenty five purchases may have been made with

andrewnandrew jenson historicalhistoricalrecordsaltrenordrecord saitsalt lake city published by author 1888 543354535 433453 34
long33long after the bank failed the script did take on intrinsic value as a collector s itemitem for example see

mary audentia smith anderson ed joseph smith 111 and the restoration independence mo herald
house 1952 p 304 herejosephHerhere josephejosephcjoseph smith 111IIIililii reports that he tried to buy a 10 kirtland bank note inin the late
18005 from a stationmaster in kirtland who claimed the money was part of a swindle the owner of the bill
refused to sell itit for itsits face value thus admitting that its intrinsic value at that timetime was inin excess of 10

34hillhill rooker and wimmer kirtland economy revisited p 42
35hillhill rooker and wimmer report that almost 19000 was paid for stock throughjanuarythrough january 1837 ibid

p 454
ibid361bid ppap 466 70
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similar amounts of physical goods like five bushels of wheat if hill
rooker and wimmers estimation of money issued and money collected
is correct a significant part of the money or goods brought in for
stock purchases likely was used quickly directly or indirectly to pay
outstanding debts otherwise bank officials would have had sufficient
liquidity to weather more than a couple of weeks of operations

SECOND ATTEMPT TO CHARTER

the founders of the bank must have known they were skating
on very thin legal ice when they began to issue script without either
a state bank charter or at least a corporate charter that might be
loosely interpreted as authorizing circulation of company debt notes
no mention is made of any attempt to obtain a nonbankvonbank corporate
charter for the antibankanti bank company it may have been that the
founders faintly hoped to restrict the circulation of the script mainly
to the mormon community until a bank charter could be extracted
from the state assembly the founders must have been encouraged
by someone they trusted to think that a bank charter might be
obtained this encouragement may have come from the democratic
party leaders in the geaugageaugh area their help probably resulted in a
kirtland bank charter proposal which came up in the ohio senate on
10 february 1837

there are several pieces of evidence that suggest this proposal was
not the one earlier carried to columbus by orson hyde first both
the constitution for the kirtland safety society bank and the slightly
altered articles of agreement for the anti banking company specified
a capital stock of up to 4 million while in columbus orson hyde
must have realized that 4 million in stock was far too large an
amount to request most new banks in ohio were authorized only

100000 in capital stock the largest financial institution in the
state located in cincinnati was authorized to issue capital stock only
up to 2 million the 10 february kirtland bank proposal only re-
quested authorization for capital stock of up to 300000 while not
conclusive the differences in the amounts of authorized capital stock
suggest two separate bank charter applications it appears that the
founders of the bank thought a request for a smaller amount of
authorized capital stock would make their second application more
palatable to the general assembly

an additional piece of evidence supporting a second charter
attempt comes from the diary of wilford woodruff he mentions a
meeting held in the kirtland temple on 31 january 1837 at which a
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bank charter was discussed the timing of the meeting was such that
the founders of the bank could have recently learned that the impasse
over appointment of a new US senator by the ohio assembly had
been broken on 18 january the product of the meeting may have
been a second kirtland bank charter proposal which surfaced during
discussion on 10 february 1837 of a senate banking bill essentially
recommending that no new banks be chartered by the thirty fifth
assembly samuel medary democratic state senator from clermont
county near cincinnati offered an amendment to that bill that
would have authorized a charter for the kirtland bank 37 the
amendment failed with ralph granger state senator from geaugageaugh
county voting against it amendments to add twelve other bank
charters to the senate bank bill were also submitted at the same time
samuel medary proposed the kirtland bank amendment 38 only
four of these amendments passed ultimately no new bank was
chartered in 18371857

the names attached to this 10 february proposal are a third piece
of evidence supporting a second charter hypothesis of the eleven
names mentioned in the amendment submitted by medary six were
mormonscormons J smith rigdon whitney W cowdery H smith and
0 cowdery five were non mormonscormons adams alienallenailen bissell
kingsbury and sharp there is no published reference to non
mormonscormons being associated with the first charter proposal these
non mormonscormons were probably added to the petition so the bank would
appear to be nonsectarian the two smiths sidney rigdon newel
K whitney and oliver cowdery are well known to students of
mormon history some background on the other six individuals may
help to clarify how and why this bank charter proposal was submitted

benjamin adams was postmaster in painesvillegainesvillePainesville and also leader of
the local democrats nehemiah alienallenailen lived in willoughby ohio
was its first postmaster later served as judge and was also president
of the earlier mentioned ill fated ohio railroad company started in
1836 benjamin bissell is remembered as asjosephjosephaljoseph smiths lawyer he
was a prominent democratic party leader in painesvillegainesvillePainesville and later
served as both judge and state senator horace kingsbury also lived in
painesvillegainesvillePainesville owned a variety and jewelry store and served as justice of
the peace mayor and postmaster he was also an active democrat
warren A cowdery was olivers older brother he practiced medicine

ohio general assembly journal ofodthethe senate ofodthethe state of ohio thirty fifth general assembly
1836 37 ppap 360 66

samuel medary voted yes on eleven of these amendments and no on two ralph granger voted yes on
three of these no on seven and did not vote on three other amendments ibid
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was a postmaster at one time and also served as judge H A sharp
lived in willoughby ohio was its first mayor and later was a justice
of the peace

two common threads connect the individuals on the second
kirtland bank charter application the first is politics it appears that
all were active in democratic party politics the other common
thread is that all eleven men were prominent individuals in their
respective communities the fact that five prominent non mormonscormons
would affix their names to the second application for a bank charter
lent respectability to the attempts to establish a bank

WHY SAMUELSAMUIEL MEDARY

there is no obvious reason why samuel medary a partisan
democrat and later governor of two states should go out of his way to
help people in kirtland get a bank charter 39 he represented a county
that is about as far away from kirtland as it is possible to get in ohio
and he had no known formal affiliation with mormonscormonsMormons his amend-
ment for the kirtland bank must have been based on his soft money
attitude because of party reasons or based on personal relationships
he may have had with some promoters of the bank

samuel medary was a supporter of the soft money democrats
and may have sponsored the amendment on general principles it is
also likely that he did it to show appreciation and support for the soft
money democrats especially those in kirtland who were living in the
western reserve also he may have felt some personal obligation
to benjamin adams benjamin bissell or oliver cowdery both
benjamin adams and oliver cowdery likely met samuel medary in
the democratic convention held in columbus in january 1836
samuel medary and oliver cowdery also had mutual interest both
being editors of papers the most plausible connection was through
benjamin adams 40 it may have been that benjamin adams and the
other soft money democrats involved in the application imposed on
medary as a political favor to submit the amendment the non
mormonscormons may have been trying to bail out in early february 1837
their fellow democrats who just happened to be mormonscormonsMormons

3917orfor more details on samuel medary see helen P dorn samuel medary journalist and politician
180180 1 1864 ohio state archaeological and historical quarterly 53 1944 14 38

40 40whoeverwhoever prepared the petition for the second chartering attempt may have made several errors inin spell-
ingirig names of people included inin the petition benjamin bissells name was spelled with only one 1 newel
whitneytwhitneysWhitneys initial was given as R rather than K and both cowderysCowderys had their names spelled without an e
while these may have been printing errors I1 suspect they indicate that someone like benjamin adams drew
up the petition ohio general assembly journaljournaloftheodthe senate qf0hioof ohio p 365
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conclusions
even with a charter the kirtland bank likely would have failed

during the economic turmoil of 1837 42 at best a charter would
have allowed the bank to survive a few months longer to close with-
out raising a flurry of law suits and apostasy and to be known by
posterity as a simple business failure rather than as a shady venture it
is also clear that with or without the bank the economic turmoil that
began in 1837 would have wrecked the mormon community in kirt-
land because of its highly levered position and the extremely short
term nature of its debts grandison newell eber howe and other
passionate enemies of the church would have used this plus other
excuses to purge the mormonscormons from their communities painful as it
was the bank affair probably did little to alter the course of mormon
history

several useful lessons can be drawn from this bank fiasco first
we should not expect perfection in religious leaders they may be
well versed in scriptures and ethics yet make economic decisions that
are less than prudent scriptures are a particularly poor source of
guidance on how to set up viable financial institutions and religious
leaders are not and probably should not be noted for being shrewd
money managers

second it seems clear that too much time has been spent evalu-
ating the individuals involved in the kirtland bank and trying to
absolve them of blame or to ascribe some moral defect to them
because of the banks failure thousands of firms and individuals in
ohio were unable to meet their debt obligations in the late 1830s and
early 1840s A number of the banks in ohio and virtually all of the
banks in michigan failed in the late 1830s 41 the fact that founders
of the kirtland bank repaid the bulk of their debts shows their inten-
tions were honorable even if their banking activities were based on
panic and false hopes

third the most important lesson to be drawn from this affair is

that the attempts to open a bank in kirtland were not isolated events
they were the result of tremendous financial pressures that were
building all along the american frontier answers to questions like
the following are necessary to understand clearly this process why
were hundreds of communities along the frontier trying to form
banks and expand their money supplies in the late 1830s why
did bank charters receive such intense political concern why did
numerous firms issue moneylikemonkeylikemoney like script without bank charters during

lynn M woofter ohio inin the panic of 1837 MA thesis the ohio state university 1940
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this period why did financial markets fail to provide a significant
amount of medium and longtermlong term credits when large amounts of
such loans were needed to buy land

answers to these questions will not come from further analysis of
individuals one must look for answers through study of defects in
the US financial system some students of the kirtland bank fiasco
have assumed that the 1830s were a wild period of speculation in
ohio when foolish people paid foolish prices for land and shylocksShylocks
tried to form banks to pass worthless script 42 too often these
students have ignored the growth in real economic activities that
occurred in this part of the US during the early 1800s so called

land speculation was a way of life for many who settled the fron-
tier few other geographic regions in the world have experienced
such explosive growth in population area cultivated output trans-
portationportation systems and commerce as michigan ohio kentucky and
tennessee during this period ohioschios population for example
exploded from just 42000 in 1800 to over 1131.31315 5 million in 1840 A very
extensive canal river and lake system linked ohio with the outside
world by the mid 1830s because the role of money in the develop-
ment process was poorly understood national leaders followed
policies that seriously curtailed the growth in loans and financial
services during the early 1800s all too often these services were tied
to a very limited amount of gold and silver

erroneous banking policies caused financial services to expand
much more slowly than the growth in real economic activities retarded
the growth process and forced people to create illegal mediums of
exchange to substitute for inefficient barter most frontier settlers
found it virtually impossible to pay for land pay taxes and buy a few
necessary goods through barter can you imagine most stagecoach
riders trying to barter for their ticket with sacks of wheat pigs or
chickens ironically jacksons attack on the bank of the united
states and the democrats hard money policies damaged his frontier
supporters far more than it harmed the whigs millions of poor
people in the frontier suffered the same financial fate as the kirtland
mormonscormons because of the extreme shortage of money and adequate
loan services

those of us with a half dozen credit cards overdraft privileges
membership in credit unions longtermlong term mortgages and several banks
and savings and loan associations within easy walking distance of our

4hillahillhill rooker and wimmer make the important point that most of the increase inin land values inin the
kirtland area during the 1830s can be explained by the increase in population inin the area kirtland
economy revisited ppap 404 5
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homes have a hard time understanding how the lack of financial
services can complicate life the founders of the kirtland bank
would have avoided their distress if national and state leaders had
allowed financial markets to grow in an orderly manner one
medium sized twenty year mortgage would have solved most of the
financial problems faced by these founders
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notes and comments

the appearance of elijah and moses
in the kirtland temple
and thejewishthe jewish passover

stephen D ricks

A brief note in the history of the church under the date of
sunday 3 april 1836 records the appearance of the lord moses
elias and elijah to joseph smith and oliver cowdery in the kirtland
temple 1 subsequent writers have noted that this date corresponds
to the jewish passover during which the arrival of elijah is tradi-
tionallytionally awaited 2 in his april 1936 general conference address
joseph fielding smith remarked

it was I1 am informed on the third day of april 1836 that the jews
inin their homes at the paschal feast opened their doors for elijah to
enter on that very day elijah did enter not inin the home of thejewsthe jews
to partake of the passover with them but he appeared inin the house of
the lord 3

A parenthetical note in the missionary training manual for use in
tbejewisbtaethetaf jewish proselyting program states the correlation of the two events
even more emphatically there we are informed that elijah appeared
in the kirtland temple at about the same hour that the jewish
families in that time zone would have been preparing to begin their
feast of the passover 4 these statements although correct in their

stephen D ricks isis assistant professor of hebrew and semitic languages at brighambnghambangham young university
ab1bB H roberts A comprehensive history odtheoftheoftaethe church oflesusofjesusof hesusJesus chanstchnstcbrirt oflatterof lafterLatter idydayiny saints 66volskvolsvolsvois salt

lake city deseret book co 1973 243424542 434454 36 see also the background material recorded inin the joseph
smith diary under the date 3 april 1836 inin the hand of warren A cowdery cited inin lyndon W cook the
revelations of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith provo seventysSeventys mission bookstore 1981 p 220

on the traditional association of elijah and the passover see aharon wiener the prophet nijahelijah inin the
development of judaism A depth psychological study london routledge & kegan paul 1978
ppap 133 34 138 39

conference report april 1936 p 75

missionary training manual for use inin thejewishrhethe jewish proselyting program salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 p 25 in an interesting article min thejanuarythejanuary 1977 ensign theibe lyth
of nisan william J adams jr incorrectly identifies the evening of the second of april 1836 with the
beginning of the fifteenth of nisan
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identification of the jewish passover with the ritual expectation of
elijah and in their connecting the time of the appearance of elijah in
the kirtland temple with the passover season warrant further
elucidation and modest chronological correction

pentateuchal material for the passover celebration prescribes the
evening preceding the fourteenth day of the hebrew month nisan
abib as the time for the passover sacrifice 5 the passover celebra-

tion itself took place on the fourteenth of nisan and was immediatelywasimmediately

followed by the week long feast of unleavened bread 6 over time
however the distinction between the two festivals was blurred with
the passover becoming synonymous for both 7 with the destruction
of the second temple in AD 70 the sacrifice associated with the
passover celebration ceased and in fact all of the rites connected
with the celebration of the passover were transtransferredtransferrtransfersferred to the fifteenth
of nisan from an early period elijah was incorporated into the
passover activities 8 at the table prepared for the passover meal a
place is left vacant for elijah and a cup is filled to the brim for him
the fuller the better since anything less would show the host to be

niggardly and could hardly be expected to attract so important a
guest at one point during the seder the traditional hebrew name
for the passover ritual a child is sent to the door to see if elijah may
be standing outside and to invite him in 9

for example exodus 12612 6 and ye shall keep itit up the lamb which isis to be sacrificed until the four
steenthteenth day of the same month that isis the month of nisan which isis called the first month of the year inin
exodus 12212 2 and the whole assembly of the congregation of israel shall kill itit inin the evening since the
hebrew day begins at nightfall the evening here the hebrew isis eenbenyen ar baim literally between the two
evenings mentioned here isis actually the period immediately preceding the beginning of the fourteenth of
nisan it should be noted too that the month name nisan corresponding to the months march and april
inin the christian calendar isis a secondary development inin the hebrew calendrical system here as well as inin
leviticus 23523 5 and numbers 959 5 11 itit isis only referred to as the first month whereas inin exodus 13413 4 5 and
deuteronomy 161igi16 1 itit isis called aflaabibajia the name nisan has been inin use sincesince at least postexilicpost exilic timestimes that isis
from ca 500 BCB C and isis still employed

exodus 121512 15 numbers 281628 16 25

7thereqbereothere has been considerable discussion concerning the exact relationship between the feast of passover

and the feast of unleavened bread many scholars are of the opinion that there were originally two separate
festivals which were later meldedmeldee because they coincided inin timetime for a convenientconvenient synthesis and analysis of
these theories seeleejseejJ B segal the hebrew passoverfrompassover fromtrom the earliest times to AD 70 london oxford
university press 1963 ppap 78 ff others including segal himself ibid ppap 175 77 prefer a unitary
origin that isis that there was originally only one festival the passover sacrifice being the opening and prin-
cipal ceremony of the passover week on the name passover being used for the entireentire week at least as early as
the first centuries oftheodtheof the christian era leejseej C rylaarsdam passover and feast of ofunleavenedunleavened bread the
interpreters dictionsdictionadictionaryy odtheoftheof rhethe bible nashville abingdon press 1962 3663566356653 663665

sthe8theesthe precise date of the incorporation of elijah into the passover celebration isis uncertainuncertain the biblical
injunctions for the passover say nothing about elijah and there are unfortunately no other texts from the
pre christian period which deal with the order of serviceservice of the festival it seems likely however that elijah
was accorded a function on the passover serviceservice from at least the early centuries of the christian era

ginn manyjewishmany jewish homes inin fact the door isis left ajar so that elijah may feel more welcome to come inin of
his own accord
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an examination of chronological tables which compare the
jewish calendar with corresponding christian dates shows that the
fifteenth of nisan in the christian year 1836 coincides with the
first and second of april 10 thejewishthe jewish day begins at sundown so
the passover seder on the fifteenth of nisan in 1836 would actually
have taken place on the evening of the first of april the appearance
of elijah in the kirtland temple took place on sunday the third
of april thus it would be inaccurate to claim an absolute chrono-
logical correspondence of the two events however in view of the
longstandinglong standing use of the word passover for the entire week following
the fifteenth of nisan it would certainly be correct to say that elijah
came during the passover season also it has been a tradition among
jews outside of the land of israel to celebrate the passover seder two
evenings in succession on the fifteenth and sixteenth of nisan
therefore on the very day according to hebrew time reckoning
which goes from nightfall to nightfall that thejewsthe jews had for the sec-

ond time opened their doors for elijah to enter he entered the house
of the lord at kirtland

the significant role accorded to elijah in the passover celebration
for whom there is no explicit biblical link with the passover can

perhaps best be explained on the basis of his function as a precursor
to the messiah at least as early as malachi the imminent return
of elijah who would come before the great and dreadful day of
the lord was predicted elijah became in jewishinjewishunjewish thought the
messianic forerunner par excellence the passover which recounts
the redemption of israel from egyptian bondage foreshadowsforeshadows israels
eschatological redemption by the messiah thus elijah the fore-
runner of the messiah is appropriately associated with the quintes-
sential festal symbol of messianic redemption

in this discussion relatively little has been said about moses
perhaps because he lies near the heart of the events ritually recounted
during the passover celebration his arrival at passover time seems
natural still his appearance in company with elijah offers another
striking parallel between mormon teachings and jewish tradition
according to which moses and elijah would arrive together at the

end of time 12

eduard mahler handbuchHandbuch ierder derjuedischenjuedischen caronChroncazonchronologicologie leipzig G fock 1916 p 589
imalachi45malachi 4 5 6 the usual jewish interpretation of the prophecy of malachi concerning elijah who isis to

turn the hearts of the fathers to the children and the hearts of the children to their fathers isis that itit isis a
foretelling of a reconciliation of the generations see wiener prophet elifah ixin jedJudjemjudaismairm p 3355 n 2

deutbeut rabba 3 10 cited inin geza VeriVeiyeiyerverlverraesveiraesveritiesverifiesracsraestiesnaesllesiles jesus ahejewthejewrgette jew london fontanafontanacollmscollins 1977p971977 p 97 in
lightugh ofthisorthisof this itit isis easy to suppose that many inin the earliest christian community most ofwhomof whom werejewswere jews by
birth would have interpreted the appearance of elijah and moses to the transfiguredtransfigured christ matt 17117 1 3 as
a sign of anin imminentimminent end of the world
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the appearance of elijah and moses at passover season to joseph
smith and oliver cowdery thus represents a fulfillment and a promise
elijah did come at passover time as pious jews had long hoped he
would although he did not avail himself of the hospitably opened
door of a faithful jewish family but came to the house of the lord in
kirtland and the appearance of moses and elijah together to
restore keys harbors the promise of the lordslord s imminent coming
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jesse gause
joseph smiths little known counselor

D michael quinn

in the 1981 edition of the doctrine and covenants the introduc-
tion to section 81 states the historical records show that when this
revelation was received in march 1832 it called jesse gause to the
office of counselor to joseph smith in the first presidency
brother gause served for a time but was excommunicated from the
church in december 1832 who was jesse gause despite his
brief prominence in the early church organization he was virtually
lost in the annals of church history until quite recently 1 although
jesse causes biography is still sketchy it provides insight into early
church conversions and quorum organization

jesse gause was born about 1784 at east marlborough chester
county pennsylvania as the second son of mary beverly and william
goss 2 2jessesjesses mother was a quaker who had fallen under disapproval
in 1781 for permitting a baptist minister to perform her marriage to
william goss a veteran of the american revolution who was a
nonmember of the society of friends 3 despite this initial rift with
the society of friends the entire family of william and mary goss
eventually became quakers and changed the spelling of their name to
gause in 1806 the adult jesse gause requested and received
membership in the society of friends 4

D michael quinn isis associateassociate professor of american history at brigham young university
aside from a brief reference to jesse gause inin the seven volume history odtheoftheof nhethe church which did not

mentionmention his position as counselor his significance was first discussed inin mario S depillis the develop-
ment of mormon communitarianismCommunitarianism 1826 46 phdph D diss yale university 1960 ppap 58 64 gause was
first identified as the original subject ofofd&cdacd&c 81 inin D michael quinn the evolution of the presiding
quorums oftheodtheof the LDS church journal ofmormonof mormon history 1 1974 24 see also robertjrobert J woodford jesse
gause counselor to the prophet brigham young university studies 15 spring 1975 362 64 lyndon
W cook the revelations of the prophet joseph smith provo seventysSeventys mission bookstore 1982
ppap 171 72 the present article has more information about jesse gause than these other sources

wilford jordan ed colonial and revolutionary families of pennsylvania new series new york
lewis historical publishing co 1954 ppap 117 18 gause family records chester county historical society
west chester pennsylvania probate of wills book 17 p 22 chester county pennsylvania J smith
futhey and gilbert cope history orchesterofchesterof chester county pennsylvania philadelphia H evertsevensevers 1881 p 562

new garden monthly meeting of friends 7 july 1781 p 267 historical society of pennsylvania
philadelphia pennsylvania jordan colonialcolonialandrevolutionaryand revolutionary families ppap 117 18

londonadonndon grove monthly meeting record 6 august 1806 p 133 historical society of pennsylvania
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for more than twenty years jesse gause was a quaker in good
standing but his movement from place to place indicates a great
restlessness in 1808 he moved from chester county to fayette
county pennsylvania returning to chester county in 1811 in 1812
he moved again this time to wilmington delaware from 1812 to
1815 jesse gause taught at the friends school in wilmington but
this stability seemed marred by the fact of his service in the state
militia in 1814 it is unclear whether he was pressured into mili-
tary service during the war of 1812 despite his quaker pacifism or
whether he was reasserting the military tradition of his father in any
event jesse left wilmington in 1815 and moved to philadelphia
where he married marthajohnsonmarthaMarth ajohnsonjohnson a fellow quaker in 1816 he and
his bride left philadelphia for belmont county ohio and then in
1821 moved to jefferson county ohio they remained there less
than three months before returning to his family home in chester
county pennsylvania where they stayed only a few weeks before
moving to wilmington there from 1822 jesse gause seemed
settled until his wife died shortly after the birth of their fourth child
in 1828 5

jesse gause remarried almost immediately after his wifescifes death
and these abrupt changes in his marital situation seemed to precipitate
a religious crisis in his life on 30 january 1829 jesse gause resigned
from the society of friends and soon moved to hancock berkshire
county massachusetts 6 exactly seven months after his resignation
from the quakers jesse gause and his children were listed as members
of the hancock family of the united society of believers in
christ s second appearing the shakers the shakers believed in
strict celibacy even for married couples who converted to the move-
ment 7 although jesse s new bride had recently given birth to their
first child she joined with her husband in conversion to the shakers
two years later jesse gause moved from massachusetts to ohio
where his life merged briefly with that of joseph smith

william wade hinshaw encyclopedia of american quaker genealogy 5 vols ann arbor mich
edwards brothers 1936 50 4874 87 204 331 J thomas schardscharfschadschadd history of delaware 1699 1888
philadelphia LLJJ richards 1888 ppap 684 85 691 public archives commissicommissionn of delaware delaware

archives military records 5 vols wilmington del star publishing co 1912 16 59015 901golgai and following
manuscript records at the historical society of pennsylvania quaker meeting records of londongroveLondongrove
redstone kennett wilmington and philadelphia there is more than one person namedjessenamed jesse gause inin the
quaker records and previous publications woodford and cook misidentified some of these men as thejessetheressethe jesse
gause of mormon history

wilmington quaker membership record 1815 27 p 45 wilmington quaker membership record
1828 65 historical society of pennsylvania

diary7diary of ofrichardrichard mcnemar 1822 35 itemitem 255 box 50 shaker papers manuscript division library of
congress washington DCD C edward D andrews the people called shakers A search for the perfect
society new york oxford university press 1953 lawrence L foster religion and sexuality three
american communal experiments odtheoftheof restherks nineteenth century new york oxford university press 19811981
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for some reason jesse gause left the four children of his first
marriage in the care of his sister who had also joined the shakers in
new england 8 then he his second wife and their young child
traveled nearly six hundred miles from hancock village to the shaker
family at north union cuyahogaCuyahoga county ohio they arrived there
22 october 1831185118 31 9 north union was only fifteen miles from the new
headquarters of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints at
kirtland As early as march 1831 another shaker leman copley
had joined the church seven months before jesses arrival in
march leman copley and parley P pratt had made an unsuccessful
visit to preach to the shakers at north union 10 it is not known when
or how mormon missionaries contacted jesse gause but less than five
months after he came to ohio as a shaker he was converted to the
church and was soon chosen as a counselor to joseph smith

joseph smith was sustained and ordained president of the
high priesthood on 2325 january 1832 he was at this time without
counselors but during the first week of the following march a revela-
tion authorized the prophet to appoint an unspecified number of
counselors to assist the presidency of the high priesthood 11 in an
obscure entry in one of the records books from kirtland joseph
wrote

march 8thath 1832

chose this day and ordained brother jesse gause and brother
sidney rigdon to be my councellerscouncellers sic of the ministry of the
presidency ofoftheodthethe high priesthood 12

both men were simply called counselors to the church president
but president gause may have had the precedence of being first
counselor joseph smith listed him first when recording the organiza-
tion of the first presidency and jesse gause was also nearly ten years
older than sidney rigdon at a time in the church when seniority was
determined on the basis of age 13 on 10 august 1832 one of gausecause s

gausecause family records chester county historical society
liellegierecordscords of the church at north union vol 177 p 12 serlesseriesseriesserles V B shaker manuscripts western reserve

historical society cleveland ohio
lojoseph smith jr history of the church ofofjesusjesus caristchrist ofoflatterlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed

rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1971 11671 167 parley P pratt jr ed autobiography of
parley parker pratt salt lake city deseret book co 1961 p 61 dacd&c 49149 1 3

history of the church 12431 243 reynolds cahoon diary january 1832 library archives historical
department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church
archives revelation to joseph smith and sidney rigdon march 1832 MS newel K whitney family
papers special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah

kirtland revelations book MS ppap 10 11 church archives
3joseph fielding smith essentials inin church history 22d ed salt lake city deseret book co 1973

p 153 before I1 realized thatjessethatjesse gause was almost ten years older than sidney rigdon I1 concluded that circlrcir-
cumstantialcumstantial evidence seemed to indicate sidney rigdon was probably functioning as first counselor see
quinn evolution of presiding quorumsQuorums p 24
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shaker associates wrote thatthatjessejesse gause is yet a mormon and is
second to the prophet or seer joseph smith 14

an obvious question about causes appointment is why joseph
smith chose as counselor a man who had been a member of the
church only a few months maybe even weeks when the prophet
could have advanced to that position other men who had been
associated with the church from its beginning the answer seems to
lie in the revelation concerning the united order that joseph smith
also received in march 1832 just before he chose counselors and
formed a presidency

for verily I1 say unto you the timetime has come and is now at hand
and behold and lo10 it must needs be that there be an organization of
my people inin regulating and establishing the affairs of the storehouse
for the poor of my people both in this place and in the land ofofzionzion
dacd&c 783

jesse gause had three years experience with the communitarian
shaker families in massachusetts and ohio and another twenty three
years experience with the close knit quakers to joseph smith he
must have appeared ideally suited as a counselor to assist in the
organization and direction of the mormon efforts in living the ideals
of the revelatory law of consecration and stewardship

president gause actively functioned as a counselor in the first
presidency during the spring and summer of 1832 joseph smiths
history records that the prophet took jesse gause with him from
kirtland to missouri to fulfill the revelation thatiosephthat joseph establish the
united order among the saints in zion 15 the presence of jesse
gause and sidney rigdon in the meetings in missouri for this purpose
in april may 1832 was significant because both had previously been
members of religious groups that practiced economic communitarian
ism 16 in addition to helping the prophet establish the united order
in missouri jesse gause was one of the eight high priests at the
missouri conference of 26 april 1832 who sustained joseph smith in
his position as president of the high priesthood 17

on 1315 march 1832 joseph smith had dictated a revelation to his
new counselor jesse gause in which jesse was appointed to preach

14 matthew14matthew houston to seth Y wells from north union ohio 10 august 1832 shaker manuscripts
seriesserlesserlesseries IV A folder 51 western reserve historical society

15 history15history odtheoftheof rhethe church 12651 265 dac 78878 8 9 donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds far west
record afiAlibliminutesnutes odtheof the church ofjesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof lutterlatter day saints 1830 44 salt lake city deseret book
co 1982 ppap 43 50

andrews people called shakers p 88 F mark mckiernan the voice of one crying inin the
wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer 1793 1876 lawrence kan coronado press 1971
ppap 27 29 depillis development of mormon Commcommunitarianismcommunitarianisrnunitarianism ap pp 58 64

17cannon and cook far weftwestpestinest record ppap 43 44 history odtheof thetag church 12671 267
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the gospel in the land of the living and among thy brethernethernbretherdbr
sic an apparent reference to the shakers from whom gause

had been converted 18 therefore on 1 august 1832 he began a
missionary journey with zebedee coltrin that took them to the
shaker community at north union leman copley s settlement at
thompson and the rappite community of economy near pittsburgh 19

on 20 august 1832 zebedee coltrin recorded in his diary brother
jesse and I1 after prayer with and for each other parted in the fellow-
ship of the gospel of our lord and saviourjesussaviour jesus christ 20 but after
the summer of 1832 something changed in gausescauses relationship to
mormonism and he denied the faith 21

As with his conversion from quakerism to shakerism his
desertion of the mormon church may have centered in his personal
family circumstances during his missionary journey of august jesse
gause visited his second wife minerva at north union and tried
to persuade her to leave the celibate shakers and join his conversion
to the restored gospel his wife refused to listen to him and even
offered to give him their child rather than go with him herself 22

in view of what is known about jesse gausescauses troubled family
relations in the summer of 1832 his disaffection from mormonism
may have resulted from his learning about polygamous theory and
practice that were emerging at that time the 1830 book of mormon
provided for the theoretical possibility that god could suspend the
prohibition against polygamy and this theoretical possibility could
also be construed from the circumstances of an unpublished revela-
tion dictated by joseph smith in july 18318518 311 23 in fact a mormon
dissenter referred to this 1831 revelation in a newspaper expose
published in ohio less than two months after jesse gause arrived
there 24 but two men who later became members of the quorum of
the twelve apostles affirmed that it was not until 1832 that joseph
smith secretly made specific what had heretofore been ambiguous
potentials of polygamy in mormonism orson pratt acknowledged
the existence of an 1831 revelation but indicated thatjosephthat joseph smith
privately removed ambiguity from the matter about the time jesse
gause was converted to the church and became counselor

kirtland Rrevelationsve lations book index 17 revelation tojesseto pessejesse gauze sioslosicsic march 15 1832 and ppap 17 18

for revelation to my servant jesse
zebedee coltrin diary 1 august 20 august 1832 journal history oftheodtheof the church 1 august 1832 both

atal church archives
oZeozebedeezebedeebedee coltrin diary 20 august 1832

21 cannon21cannon andd cook far weftwestwesr record ppap 47 48
matthew houston to seth Y wells 10 august 1832

13fosterreligionfoster religion and sexuality ppap 132132351525535
ezraarazra booth letter 6 december 1831 inin ohio star 8 december 1831
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in the fore part of the year 1832 joseph told individuals then inin the
church that he had inquired of the lord concerning the principle
of plurality of wives and he received for answer that the principle of
taking more wives than one is a true principle but the time had not yet
come for it to be practisedpracticed sic that was before the church was two
years old 25

william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin also claimed that by the time of the birth of
joseph smith 111IIIillili on 6 november 1832 the prophet had begun
polygamous cohabitation 26 in view of gausecause s prior conversion to
the celibacy of the shakers and his current problems with his wife
who refused to abandon her shaker conversion it is easy to imagine
the kind of emotional and spiritual devastation jesse gause would
have experienced in the fall of 1832 had he learned of these first
stirrings of polygamy

whatever the cause sometime between his joyful departure
from his missionary companion in august 1832 and the following
december jesse gause apostatized from the church joseph smith
recorded that bro jesse was excommunicated on 3 december
1832 and frederick G williams was appointed as counselor in place
of gause in a revelation of 5 january 1833 which was never published
in the doctrine & covenants 27

causes activities after 1832 are unknown but in september
1836 a brother was appointed legal guardian for the orphan children
of jesse gausecause late of the county of chester deceased 28128211 nearly
forty years later his sister hannah said that jesse died away from
his family when his son owen born 1825 was a little boy and
no record seems to have been found 29 apparently jesse gausecause
continued to be a restless geographic wanderer and religious seeker
until his death at age fifty two

joseph smith had originally chosen jesse gausecause and sidney
rigdon as his counselors on 8 march 1832 but exactly one year later
the prophet received a revelation in which the positions of sidney
rigdon and frederick G williams as his counselors were affirmed
dacd&c 906 19 21 in view of the 1833 revelation joseph smith on
18 march 1833 reorganized the first presidency accordingly I1 laid

2journaljournal ofofdiscoursesdiscourses 1319313 193195
21 william E McmclelhnmclellinmcfellinLellin to joseph smith III111 july 1872 p 2 RLDS research library and archives

the auditorium independence missouri
27joseph27joseph smith journal 3 december 1832 church archives cook revelations odtheoftheof fhethe prophetjosephprophet joseahjoseph

smith p 362
280rphansorphans docket 1719917 199 chester county pennsylvania
annleannieannic gause notes from conversation with aunt hannah ca 1873 gause family papers chester

county historical society jesse gause does not appear in the indexes of the 1840 manuscript census and
undoubtedly he died about 1836 even though his family did not know the exact circumstancescircumstances
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my hands on brother sidney and frederick and ordained them to take
part with me in holding the keys of this last kingdom and to assist in
the presidency of the high priesthood as my counselors30counselors30 jesse
gause had been called and chosen to this high responsibility in 1832
but he did not serve with endurance beyond a few months when
the revelation appointing jesse gause to the presidency was published
for the first time his name was simply removed and that of frederick
G williams was substituted in its place

3 history ofodthetaethe church 1334
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creator

over there at the singe of morning is a tern
at the edge of shadow visions of streams turn
under the edge of the airy fields that burn
in pale indigo with embers of feldspar in the fern
of starlight stilling someone lingers there stern
in his holiness to guide us beyond the gossamer urn
of gravities that hold time in its slow sojourn
in the universe all will still before him as he advises
the mind of light and this I1 touched in the frail
blue frost far distant under the cliff of the pale
of dust will he shaping the billowing veil
of light in time pause to reveal the end and adjourn
the seraphim into still another place what arises
from his hand now but the burnishing

clinton F larson

clinton F larson a professor in the english department is poet in residence at brigham young university
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request

he came into the room the slant high shard
of the silver spiral spending down the glass
that spins and spins from the aether and mass
of galactic space the time of the slow canard
and sleight ofofsatansatan and he said quietly 1 I guard
the field beyond orion where my light is a tassel
tossing vision and dusting the dark the castle
of my sunning reign is made of mirroring hard
before the warmth of winnowing see the folding
lands the wavering tungsten steel the aural
sheets the rills of filament I1 touch the molding
smokestainSmokestain rose and hear the wind of the coral
sea against it this is the quest I1 face
will you help me here to make this faery lace
of elements a paradise

clinton F larson
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the dancing beggar of london

I1 saw him first at leicester square
then two nights later at piccadilly
tonight hes at kings cross
he dances to his tamborine
feet tapping and shuffling
a ghostly harlequin
scuffling over worn stones

hands drop coins into his sack
stones tossed down an ancient well
where no water waits
nor circles move

his is the dance of death
flesh hanging like moss
on limbs of ashen trees
bare legs and bony arms spread out
absurdly akimbo
muddy eyes looking toward heaven
a comic christ upon a cross

at chekhov s play where actors
move with grace and speak
their lines with skill upon
a well set stage I1 cannot
brush his eyes from my seeing
nor shake his tapping from my ears

dear sisters if we live a little longer
perhaps we will come to know why

robert A rees

robert A rees is the director of the department of arts university extension and assistant dean of the
college of fine arts UCLA
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watermelonsWatermelons alma 32
and the experimental method

joseph thomas hepworth

it was a warm beautiful morning in the early spring as I1 stood
surveying my burgeoning garden with a peaceful calm contentment
A fortnight ago I1 had planted our southeast acre and on every
morning since I1 ve sat under the date palm tree to watch the first
rays of sunlight warm the furrows and reveal traces of green stretching
toward the warmth through the dark brown soil I1 could clearly
discern the corn squash peas beans and cucumbers it looked like
a promising crop

As I1 stood imagining the fresh vegetable dinners we would enjoy
later in the summer I1 could almost taste the succulent squash and
crispy cucumbers I1 even pictured myself reaching for a toothpick
to dislodge the ubiquitous remains from buttery corn on the cob
prior to dessert the cakes cookies and candies of the winter months
would of necessity have to give way to the fresh fruits of summer
especially to an ice cold slice of sweet red watermelon

watermelon the thought roused me from my reverie again I1
inspected the now sun drenched garden plot corn squash peas
beans cucumbers but no watermelon that couldnt be
the one crop for which I1 would sacrifice all others hadnt come
it was still early spring and I1 was determined to have watermelon
this year so a few hours later I1 was hunched over in the heat of
the day replanting two rows with a new package of watermelon seeds

perhaps its the humbling experience of bowing oneself close to
the earth or perhaps its the actual planting of a seed that inevitably
turns my thoughts to almasalmaaimasaimas discourse on faith in which he compares
the process of exercising faith with the planting of a seed here I1 was
planting watermelon seeds for the second time this year the two
previous years I1 also planted watermelon seeds but I1 have yet to taste

joseph thomas hepworth teaches in the department of psychology at arizona state university in tempe
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the fruit of this labor why was I1 planting again hadnt I1 tried my
I1 watermeloniwatermelon experiment three times before each time finding that

it growethgroseth not surely this should be sufficient evidence that the
watermelon seed is not good and therefore should be cast away
why am I1 so persistent with my watermelon experiments

reflecting on the words of the prophets which alma likened unto
seeds which should be nourished and cultivated by faith I1 wondered
how many times I1 would be willing to repeat gospel living experiments
four three maybe two I1 have tried genealogy daily scripture
study cleaning up the yard and sundry other commandments more
often than not halfheartedlyhalf heartedly only to conclude after my first feeble
attempts that these words were not good and immediately cast
them away why was I1 so much more persistent in my physical exper-
iments than in my spiritual experiments again my thoughts turned
toward watermelonswatermelons

my father always has a beautiful garden and exquisite watermelonswatermelons
its a treat to take the boys over to grandpa and grandmasgrandeasGrandmas to have
watermelon and other people around the valley are successful in
growing watermelonswatermelons there are always plenty of watermelonswatermelons at the
store I1 have seen and tasted the fruits of their labor watermelon
seeds do germinate grow and produce watermelonswatermelons

wanting a successful garden this year my wife and I1 had started
weeding our plot very early and then worked in bag after bag of
manure mulch and even chemical fertilizers we had designed the
furrows strategically a week before we planted everything was going
to be perfect but still the watermelon did not come up and here I1

was planting more watermelon seeds while my thoughts vacillated
between the planting and alma 32

As I1 was growing up and I1 still consider myself to be in that
process I1 was constantly plagued by thoughts of alma s experiment
how long do you nourish the seed before you conclude that it is not
good and cast it out what if I1 tried this experiment on the doctrines
of the mormon church but didnt feel the swelling motions
would that be evidence that the church was not true no one gave
me a specific answer as to how long one should nourish the seed
and it is well that they shouldnt germination time undoubtedly
varies with the type of seed planted the type of soil and other
ambient conditions from this analysis I1 have concluded not only
that the time we allow for the swelling motions to occur will differ
from principle to principle and from individual to individual but
also that the experiment must be done word by word rather than
on all the words collectively I1 seriously doubt that one can experiment
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on the mormon church as a whole or on any other church for that
matter we progress step by step each step strengthening our faith in
the church as a whole initially we might think we are experimenting
on the whole church but upon closer examination we see that at dif-
ferent stages the whole church consists primarily of the word of
wisdom or tithing or genealogy these are the parts or single units we
join together to form our testimony I1 now can better accept the
relativity involved in this experiment and the necessity of proceeding

line upon line rather than expecting a fulnessfalness at first
I1 soon learned that merely expressing my second question precluded

the possibility of my ever performing a satisfactory experiment the
question what if I1 dont feel the swelling motions means that I1

doubt or in other words that I1 am already casting the seed out by
unbelief alma 32 has its own catch 22 if the seed were a

latter day saint seed and I1 failed to feel the swelling motions
it would be because 1 1I had cast it out by unbelief 2 1I had
resisted the spirit of the lord or 3 some variant of the first two for
example perhaps I1 had not had adequate preparation or I1 lacked
sincerity and the solution was always the same to try again but
this time with more fasting prayer and scripture study I1 was puzzled
why should anyone experiment at all if it really werent an experi-
ment to see if a principle were true or false but an experiment to be
repeated until it was shown to be true

my spiritual catch 22 seems to be very similar to my physical
watermelonswatermelons the same principle of repeated experimentation which
I1 found so problematic in spiritual matters I1 was actually applying in
my physical gardening what was the difference after planting the
last of my watermelon seeds I1 stepped back to commence watering
and I1 saw my garden from a different perspective could it be that I1
had been viewing spiritual experimentation from a microperspectivemicroperspective
whereas I1 had been viewing physical experimentation from a
macroperspectivemacroperspective in my spiritual questions and experiments I1 was
trying to test the verity of principles or the goodness of seeds based
solely on my own experience how long should I1 try or what
if I1 didnt feel swelling motions I1 was neglecting the research
prerequisite to experimentation I1 hadnt reviewed the spiritual
journals if I1 had taken this microperspectivemicroperspective concerning my
watermelon I1 probably would not have planted again this year but I1
relied on the experience of others I1 took a macroperspectivemacroperspective I1
saw others producing watermelonswatermelons I1 knew they could be grown if
conditions were right reviewing the spiritual literature more
thoroughly or looking at my fathers crops of genealogy scripture
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study and a well maintained home should have convinced me that
these crops can be produced just as surely as watermelonswatermelons can seeing
the fruits of the gospel around us abundantly we should be deter-
mined to repeat the experiment making sure all the conditions are
right until we get the desired results

but is this experiment really a true experiment in the scientific
sense what happens when researchers perform an experiment and
the results do not support the theory they are testing Is that theory
discarded what are some parallels between testing a scientific
theory and testing a spiritual principle through the experimental
method

first of all not all scientific theories are of equal status some
theories have been around for a long time and have received much
experimental support some have received so much empirical support
that we do not even consider them as theories but have elevated them
to the level of facts or laws other theories are relatively new or
the evidence supporting them is very tentative given exactly the
same results from two experiments one testing a well established
theory and one testing a new theory a person might draw very different
conclusions about the two experiments lets assume these two
experiments were done and the results of each suggest that its theory
is false in the case of the new theory we might very well accept these
results and discard the theory in favor of another or at least modify
the theory to accommodate our findings but what would we do with
the well established theory would we want to discard it or make
major modifications in it because of this one experiment probably
not A more likely course of action would be to examine the experiment
itself for flaws were the theoretical constructs properly implemented
were the measuring instruments accurate and reliable were all the
conditions properly controlled many factors could vitiate an experiment

we can apply this same logic to testing spiritual principles
experimentally assume that we are testing a spiritual principle that
is well supported for example tithing remember that we will
need to do our spiritual literature review to determine which prin-
ciples are or are not well supported if we try living that law and see
no apparent benefit do we conclude that tithing is not a good or true
principle perhaps we didnt implement it properly was our tithe
5 or 10 perhaps our measuring instruments were not accurate
or even appropriate were we just measuring the results by looking
at our checkbook balances what about blessings of health and safety
the question of proper control isis always important too suppose we
started living the law of tithing but at the same time started breaking
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the word of wisdom or violating the sabbath day the results could
not be clearly attributed to any one of these factors since our lives
are not controlled laboratories introspection and good record keeping
are necessary to determine cause and effect As spiritual scientists we
must take as much care in our experimentation as do the physical
scientists

this leads me to one last point concerning the experimental
method many scientists I1 know shun religion because they feel its
principles theories and tenets cannot be demonstrated scientifically
by this they often mean that the results from spiritual experiments
cannot be replicated and replication is vital to the advancement of
science on this point I1 would disagree with my colleagues I1 believe
that the results of a spiritual experiment are just as easily replicated as
the results of a physical experiment the experimental procedures
are spelled out in the scriptures we need only do our homework and
apply the proper controls to see the results replicated the spiritual
experiment is neither easier nor harder to conduct than the physical
experiment our scientists have spent many years being trained to
perform their physical experiments we should not expect commensurate
results with spiritual experiments without paying a comparable price

As I1 gaze out over my garden with the shadows lengthening after
a good day s work I1 wonder if these newly planted watermelon seeds
will germinate grow and produce our summer dessert yes I1 still
wonder and I1 still doubt I1 still read alma 32 with tincturestincturedtinctures of a

catch 2222 and my experimentation in both the physical and spiritual
realms still continues new plans incorporating different forms of
cultivation irrigation and fertilization are already being developed
having tasted watermelon I1 will plant again until I1 harvest the fruit
myself
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book reviews

ARRINGTON LEONARD J ed with THOMAS G ALEXANDER
DONALD Q CANNON RICHARD H CRACROFT and NEAL A
LAMBERT voices from the past diaries journals and
autobiographies compiled by campus education week program
under the direction of the education week department division of
continuing education brigham young university provo BYU
press 1980 154154ppappp 3255253253233.233.25

reviewed by mark R grandstaff masters candidate in family and local history
as well as researcher for the department of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university

from the church s inception latter day saint leaders have
advocated and church members have kept some form of personal
record thanks to the efforts of individuals such as willard richards
and andrew jenson the early saints were requested to turn in
church related records jenson also encouraged church members to
write their autobiographies and submit them to the churchschurche historical
office even today church authorities strongly suggest that members
write their personal and family histories and that they regularly record
important events in a journal brigham young university sponsors
oral history programs such as the work done by the charles redd
center for western studies and many publishers specializing in
LDS history have begun to issue important diaries including those of
wilford woodruff john D lee hosea stout and charles lowell
walker BYU studies itself has recently published the john taylor
nauvoo journal vol 233

voices from the past according to its editors is a compilation
that presents family records of true life adventure and inspiration
and particularly emphasizes mormon family experiences from 1830 to
1880 the volume is void of any other form of introduction
it is not annotated nor does it give any clue as to why a particular
journal diary or autobiography was chosen as a representation of

mormon family life however the work is arranged in chronological
order and it does demonstrate the value of using personal records in
the study of mormon history
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selections relate eyewitness accounts of the missouri persecuperselu
tionseions the prophets martyrdom the british and danish emigrants
journey across the ocean the saints trials at council bluffs lot
smiths intrigues during the utah war and the pioneers struggles as
they attempted to establish a home in the vastness of utah to some
degree these accounts do enhance our understanding of mormon
history yet they fail in the editors stated purpose of giving the reader
some feeling for mormon family life especially disappointing is the
fact that there is relatively little mention of polygamy certainly if
mormon family life is to be adequately portrayed more excerpts from
polygamous families should have been included similarly no excerpts
discuss the implications of the 1890 manifesto for mormon families
while one could argue that few families were directly affected the
manifesto and its impact on the way the mormonscormons would in the
future respond to their church leaders cannot be ignored these
faults in combination with the lack of an introduction and annotation
severely restrict the use of the work

nevertheless this may be faithful history at its best written by
the faithful believer for his posterity rather than by the historian for
the scholarly community

LUDLOW VICTOR 1 isaiah prophet seer and poet salt lake
city deseret book 1982 578 ppap 1395159513.951395

reviewed by paul Y hoskisson assistant professor of ancient history and religious
education at brigham young university

with the publication ofofisaiahisaiah prophet seer andpoetundand poet victor
L ludlow has accomplished what few scholars have done presented
a worthy commentary on one of the most difficult books in world
literature the task that victor L ludlow set for himself would have
discouraged lesser scholars but he has the credentials and the will to
pursue the project the work examines the historical context
literary style scriptural context and doctrinal application of isaiah
and is designed to help the readers of isaiah to understand his
writings p xi here for the first time latter day saints have at
their command a commentary on isaiah that brings together LDS
doctrine reputable scholarship and an informed discussion of the
nature of the hebrew writings of isaiah

two features of the book deserve special note first the entire
book of isaiah has been included within the text of the commentary
making it unnecessary to keep a copy of the bible at hand to read the
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passages being discussed the text of isaiah used for inclusion varies
from section to section with fourteen different translations being
used including some of ludlow s original renderings this use of
different english versions of isaiah allows the reader to see other
possibilities of interpretation and to become familiar with the style
and readability of the various translations now available on the
market

second isaiah wrote in a language and literary style that is

foreign to most contemporary readers his use of hebrew poetry
with complicated chiastic structures parallels and repetitions unfamiliar
to native english speakers only complicates the problem of understanding
his message ludlow explains in an intelligent manner at appropriate
points how isaiah used these hebrew poetic devices and how a
knowledge of these forms actually contributes to a better understanding
of the text

the publisher deseret book is to be complimented for the
quality of the layout and liberal use of bold face italics and different
sized fonts that visually help the reader to organize what could have
been a complicated and dizzying sequence of commentaries however
the maps on pages 175 and 181 are not precisely drawn an unfortunate
lapse given the graphic care with which the book was otherwise
assembled

As with any finite commentary on a major work selections were
made concerning the material that could be included scholars of
hebrew and the ancient near east will find ludlow s book lacking in
commentary on the hebrew text students of latter day saint theol-
ogy might wish there were more quotations from authoritative modern
sources however given the size of the book ludlow has made a
happy balance between the various source materials used in his
commentary

some readers may fault this book for not giving single answers to
the problems raised by a reading of the book of isaiah but I1 think
this is one of the strong points of ludlow s commentary rather than
giving doctrinaire answers to questions he offers various alternatives
usually based in part on the different approaches that he has presented
ie answers based on secular scholarship scriptural comparisons
quotations from modern prophets while this approach may be dis-
concertingconcerting to a few it will be refreshing to many the paragraph on
page 360 is characteristic of the best passages in ludlow s commen-
tary he summarizes the data and rather than categorically
stating the one and only correct solution he lets the list stand
by proffering an interpretation that includes all the possibilities
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the chapter why and how to study isaiah is very helpful
the historical background and the explanation of parallelism in
hebrew are particularly useful later beginning on page 93 there is
a section with many helpful insights on the use of the book of mormon
isaiah passages to aid in understanding biblical isaiah this is one of
the most valuable sections of the book but unfortunately it is hidden
in the middle of a discussion of isaiah chapter 2 this important
commentary should have been given a chapter by itself or at least a
place in the table of contents so that those who use this book as a
reference work would be aware that this topic is treated similarly the
welcome section why Is isaiah deliberately difficult is unfortunately
tucked away in the discussion of isaiah 6 where it will be found only
by those who read through the book page by page

while I1 obviously believe that this is a valuable book it does con-
tain a number of items with which I1 as a specialist in the ancient near
east would take issue some of these are probably mere typographical
errors such as the statement that deuterodeotero isaiah starts after chapter 29
p 97 it should read chapter 39 there are also significant omissions
along with the appropriately cited isaiah texts contained in the
septuagint and the book of mormon from the brass plates I1 expected to
find comparisons with the qumranquaran dead sea scrolls isaiah material
except for three passages only one of which adds to the commentary on
the hebrew text the dead sea scrolls are not even mentioned the one
passage that does make a substantive contribution p 506 is not listed in
the index on page 48 ludlow attributes the division of the isaiah text
into paragraphs and chapters to medieval scribes here is a case where
evidence from the qumranquaran material would have helped to avoid a
mistake A comparison of the lqisatexttext with the paragraph and chapter
divisions of the masoretic text would have shown that by and large these
divisions were known to the scribes of the dead sea scrolls and were not
invented subsequently in the middle ages

most of my questions about ludlow s book have to do with matters
of fact or interpretation for example on pages 98 and 99 the signifi-
cance of the phrase top of the mountains is discussed the ex-
planation that the temple mount in jerusalem though in fact lower
than the surrounding hills attains a position of relative height is

at best forced the temple mount in injerusalemjerusalem is indeed considerably
lower than the surrounding hills and can in no way be considered a
I1 top of the mountains when isaiah says that this holy city shall
be established in the top of the mountains isa 22 it is the king
james translation that is misleading the hebrew text literally says

the mountain of the house of the lord shall be in the head of the
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mountains most likely referring to the spiritual standing of the city
of the lord among all the other cities of the world no doubt because
of the presence of the lords temple the new english bible
translates the mountain of the LORDS house shall be set over other
mountains lifted high above the hills the last two phrases are
parallel and therefore most likely indicate the same thing there is

also a climax in this parallelism namely that compared to the moun-
tain or city of the lord all others will seem as hills given this
metaphysical explanation of the top of the mountains there is no
need to explain why the low hill of the temple mount in jerusalem is

relatively high or that the temples along the wasatch front of
the rockies are one thousand feet higher in absolute elevation
than jerusalem

on page 115113 ludlow suggests that the hebrews of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs day
found some sort of mysticism in the hebrew language so that they
could feel there was a power inherent in words that are mysteriously
linked by similarity and contrast while this may have been the
case with post 70 AD judaism there is no evidence that kabalisticcabalistickaba listic
tendencies predate the common era the power of the words of
isaiah lies not in mysticism but in their poetic quality prophetic
vision and deadly accuracy

part of the commentary on page 338 is based on the interpretation
of the hebrew word elohim as god the father this usage is quite
standard among members of the church but the word as it is used in
hebrew does not denote exclusively god the father in fact at times
it seems interchangeable with the hebrew for forjehovahjehovah yahweh for
instance see judges 3 where the angel sent to announce samsons
birth is alternately described as an angel of yahweh v 3 and an

angel of elohim v 6 as a man of elohim v 6 and again
I1 ianan angel of yahweh v 11 but the telling verse for the present
point is 22 where after the angel had ascended in the flame of the
altar samsons father said we have seen elohim they had not
seen god the father but only a messenger and that messenger was
called elohim by them in other words elohim could denote not only
god but also a divine messenger a man as he is called in the
foregoing verses therefore it is not correct to base an interpretation
of isaiah 40 upon the assumption that every occurrence of elohim in
this chapter refers to god the father and that when yahweh appears
the subject has become the son

the claim that bel and nebo were the two most prominent
gods of the assyroassero babylonian pantheon p 391 is true only for
the neo babylonian empire and there is no evidence that bel and
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nebo were the babylonian apostate versions ofofjehovahjehovah and the holy
ghost babylonian religion is fairly well known back to the third
millennium BC and there is no reason to believe that during that
period 2000 700 BC the gospel was ever known in mesopotamia to
any extent beyond a personal level there is a similar problem on
page 477 where ludlow states that ancient idol worship was inseparably
connected with ritual prostitution and fertility cults this is simply
not true of the ancient near east there are no texts from the
phoenician ugariticUgaritic or palestinian cultural spheres at or before the
time of isaiah that even suggest ritual prostitution the only evidence
of prostitution as part of the cults ofofbabyloniababyloniababeloniaBabyloniaionia comes from a late and
nonnativenon native source herodotus there is no native text or other indigenous
evidence from any period that cultic prostitution was ever practiced in
mesopotamia I11

there are other questionable claims scattered through the book
for example the equation proffered on page 205 that the land
shadowed by wings of isaiah 181811 is the americas may or may not be
true the evidence marshalled does not convince this reviewer the
suggestion that the phrase house of prayer for all people isa 567
found its fulfillment on june 9 1978 when the temple blessings
were made available to all worthy people regardless of race p 474
is not the only possible explanation the house of prayer for all
people is quoted by the savior in matthew 2113 to refer to the
proper use of the temple the outer court of the temple was reserved
for non israelites as a place of prayer truly a place of prayer for all
people and the explanation of the word forgive on page 44525 2 is

based on a faulty etymology
exception must be made to the statement on page 293 it

seems that presently irreligious jews trusting in their own power
have returned to their promised land and established a strong modern
state the word irreligious is far too strong it is true that many of
the jewish people of palestine are not religious but the correct term
for this is areligious and not irreligious the former meaning without
religion and the latter meaning irreverent or even antireligious
indeed many of the jews of palestine are very religious and though

back inm 1913 itit was proposed that the akkadian temple wordwoidwordwoidgagugagu be interpreted as brothel and that the
women who served therein naditanaditu women were sacred prostitutes unfortunately this erroneous assump-
tiontion based on faulty syriac etymology has remained and grown intointo a whole theory about cultic prostitution
old theories that fire the imagination seem to have a life of their own that defies the truth if anything the
naditanaditu women were required to be chaste inin deed see rivkah harris the naditanaditu woman inin studies
presented to A leo oppenheim chicago the oriental institute 196419641 p 106 with the literature inin foot-
notes 1 anandd 2 see also E J fischer cultic prostitution inin the ancient east A reassessment biblical
theological bulletin 6 1976 225 36
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they may be in the minority their influence in the politics of the
jewish state far outweighs their numbers

despite my questions on these and other points I1 see this book
as an important achievement dr ludlow is especially to be commended
for his introduction to the poetic imagery and explanation of the
lyrics of isaiah the english approximations are faithful and give
much of the richness of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs colors I1 look forward to more

SESSIONS GENE A mormon thunder A documentary history of
jedediah morgan grant urbana university of illinois press 1982
413 ppap 16.951695

reviewed by ronald W walker associate editor of BYU studies a senior research
historian for the joseph fielding smith institute for church history and an associate
professor of history brigham young university

As in the days of noah when holy writ confirms there were
giants on the earth early mormonism had its share of large and

imposing figures jedediah morgan grant most saints affectionately
called him jeddy was certainly one of these As salt lake city s

first mayor counselor to president brigham young and especially
stump preacher extraordinaire jedediah grant seemed larger than
life his fervid preaching won mormonism a plentiful harvest of
converts and created several longstandinglong standing heroic missionary legends
later his strong words called to life the 1856 57 mormon reformation
unhappily this crusade to perfect the saints led to his death in the
middle of the reform s excitement weakened by overexertion he
succumbed to typhoid fever compounded by pneumonia to his
friends he became a gospel martyr who had sacrificed himself at
the age of forty to a premature grave anti mormonscormons pronounced a
harsher verdict to them he was a religious fanatic a mormon
savonarola whose frenzy had finally consumed him

it is not easy to find the reality about such a man wrapped as he
is with legend tragedy and the distorted images that his own fiery
sermons create gene sessions a member of the weber state college
history department is the second biographer to attempt to find the
truth behind the legend like mary GgjuddsjuddsGJudds 1959 portrait sessions
view is sympathetic and heroic but he has replaced the reverent
hagiography of the former era with more careful analysis and greater
detachment and with periodic impish impiety jeddy was no
twentieth century mormon leader in his business suit sessions
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writes in his preface expounding the ideals ofpassive americanism
ie the good life filled with material comforts and middle class
elitismelitism I1 saw in him instead a pious yet rambunctiouslyrambunctious ly radica
preacher flogging away at his people demanding otherworldlinesotherworldotherworldlinesslines
and constant sacrifice p xi

the dichotomy of past and present day mormonism is important
to sessions who uses the distinction to explainjeddyexplain jeddy s historical role
jeddy personifies mormonismsMormonisms lost adolescence as representative of
the early saint as andrewjacksonandrew jackson was of the new american clearly
sessions likes his analogy jedediah grant though rough and ready
and given to robust oratory was also sensible generous often tender
and better educated than his detractors conceded moreover according
to sessions jeddy was supremely dedicated to nineteenth century
mormonismsMormonisms twin ideals of personal piety and social improvement

professor sessions pursues his task unconventionally reminiscent
of pre stracheanstrachman biography which substituted quotation for narration
he has chosen to write a documentary history p xii the result is
the inclusion of long excerpts from jeddysjedrys letters and sermons
correspondence from others and miscellaneous tableaux some of
limited biographical value all tied together by narrative prose and
analysis the appendices which comprise over a fourth of the books
four hundred pages offer a chronology of grants life sketches of
the dramatisdiamatisdramatis personae and the full text of jeddy s celebrated and
partially ghost written letters to the new york herald during the
judge brocchus dispute

basic questions might be asked about the books documentary
approach at times important biographical information is hidden
within the quoted material awaiting emphasis and explication also
there are nagging questions about grants sermons were they
substantially revised by contemporary editors has sessionssSessionsessionsss condensing
without the normal use of ellipses preserved the preachers original

style and there are problems with biographical balance by chaining
his narrative to quotations sessions fails to give a balanced view of
jeddy for instance jeddy s important barnstorming through central
new jersey his financial and professional activities and his nauvoo
legion and mayorialmanorialmayorial duties receive only passing treatment although
secondary information exists to describe these facets of his career

nevertheless for those with the interest to read the large and
often undigested blocks of quoted material the results can be instruc-
tive and even fun grant s jonathan edwards like preachmentspreachments of
moral regeneration or blood atonement are balanced by his more
prosaic over the collar remarks together they convey the spirit of
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early utah society now when you come to zion he advised the
saints I1 you will find men standing upon their feet but go into the
world and there if a man wants to show himself to be a smart man
he must mount a cabbage leaf hiccup and hump up to spit over his
shirt collar grants mayorialmanorialmayorial papers can be equally colorful may
all the sluggardssluggards and the drones who will not keep the city in
good order he once wrote his constituency with mock solemnity

be bit by bedbugsbed bugs and tormented by the nightmare and have
their bodies clogged with a conscience clear as mud might all state
papers be so pungent

likelikejedediahjedediah grant sessions knows how to turn a phrase a skill
that often lightens his heavy use of documents unfortunately
sessions shares withwithjeddyjeddy a bent for dramatic images and adjectives
this when coupled with the narratives continual sense of anticipation
and portent becomes emotionally exhaustive likewise they have a
tendency to trade careful judgments for verve and color for example
recent scholarship fails to collaborate sessionssSessionsessionsss belief that joseph
smith s kirtland dealings were naive financial machinations
p 15 the phrase the rambunctious and expanding dictatorship

of brigham young requires explanation or at least qualification
similarly paul H petersons recent well documented dissertation
suggests the mormon reformation had a deliberate quality that
escapes sessionssSessionsessionsss analysis other examples could be cited

but perhaps sessions is right to concentrate ononjeddyjeddy s character
and speechifyingspeechifying for within these categories lies the crux of
grant s enigma his good will high spirits intelligence and open-
handed charity earned him his community s general esteem while
those who knew him casually or only through his speeches tended to
perceive jedediah grant as an intense and brittle fanatic we are
therefore indebted to professor sessions for sorting through these
images and creating a sympathetic and mostly accurate portrait no
doubt the true believing jeddy was a complex man at times harsh
and aggressive in language but generally humane and kind in behavior

our perceiving these qualities as polar can largely be explained
by our looking at atjeddyjeddy from the perspective of our times of our own
preaching conventions he is better understood against the backdrop
of the robust conventions ofhis own time it was a frank and sometimes
unrefined era yet to reap the benefits of victorianisms softening
touch the pulpit was then seen as a major tool of social uplift sermons
filled with strong and expressive language sought to improve con-
gregationsgregations as well as to evangelize them while true of british and
american culture as a whole these trends were particularly common
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in frontier utah with its young enthusiastic and social improving
religion jeddy of course embodied this preaching milieu but no
more so than many mormonscormonsMormons including his ecclesiastical superiors
brigham young and heber C kimball indeed jedediah grant was
probably no more representative of his broader culture than they

sessions doubts that the mountain preacher could have prospered
in our more sophisticated era the early grave that swallowed
brotherjedediahbrother jedediah was consequently a compassionate haven for such a
boisterous amplification of what mormonism really was and would
never be again p 72 there is of course nonowayway of knowing but
heber C kimball a man like jeddy in so many ways did make the
transition jeddy s own son heber J grant made the transition
my hunch is given the chance jedediah grant would have too
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edward A geary editor

brigham young university studies
316851683168jkhbJKHB

provo utah 84602

brigham young university studies is abstracted in current contents behavioral
social and management sciences and in american theological library association
indexes and is listed in the MLA internationabibliographyinternational bibliography in arts andhumanitiesundand humanities
citation index in american history and life annual index and in historical
abstracts member conference of editors of learned journals
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the manti temple

this 1889 9593 painting by CCAC C A christensen was commissioned by the women of
the sanpete stake relief societies the manti temple is perhaps the finest example
of mormon pioneer craftsmanship with his norwegian friend dan weggeland
CCAC C A christensen painted murals here their creation room mural is the oldest
now found inin any latter day saint temple



courtesy odtheoftheof fhethefee museum ofchurchof church history andaraandartgudandguf arfart
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